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This section of the country
was visited by a big rain this
week. The steady downpour
Plans are on foot to revive the
lasted for two days and a half
amendments
were defeated by a
Chamber of Commerce. To start the
and the government gauge at the
large majority, according to reporta
movement off and discuss different
Barry Hardware Company show- phases of the work, there will be a
ed the precipitation to be 4.78
from all parta of the state. In Curry
County only a light vote was cast. 4 inches. This nuts n irreat sea. 4 banquet at the Harvey House Friday
t
.
..
...
.
evening at 8:00 o'clock, at which it
The amendments relating to road
son in ine grounai wnicn
win in- is expected that every business in
bonds and educational Institutions
sure a big acreage of wheat this
Clovia is
Clovis will be represented.
fall. It will also help to mature
were defeated In this county to the
the largest town in this section of the
late feed.
tune of about thirty to one. The
country that has not a live and workproposition allowing soldiers to vote
ing commercial organization and it is
fared a little better, but it was decidexpected that it will be revived Friedly opposed. There was no sentiday night and the necessary financial
ment anywhere in the state in favor
SCHOOL NOTES
Arrangements made to employ a live
of the amendments and it is difficult
who will look to the matter
to see how the legislature found an
The high school faculty and super- secretary
of helping Clovis grow.
excuse for submitting
the amendintendent will give a reception to the
ments and subjecting the state to the
high
school on Friday night in which KINDERGARTEN MADE A PART
enormous expense of holding a special
it is rumored a trip will be made
OF CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
election.
around the world. This trip should
establish conclusively that the world
The Board of Education have inTHIEF CETS ALCOHOL
is of two stories, perhaps three, with corporated
into their educational
stairway connections.
system the kindergarten which the
A bottle containing nearly two galThe high school paper will make its past past two weeks has been under
lons of alcohol was stolen from the
first appearance about October 1st. their supervision, but which required
City Drug Company one day this
Football prospects look especially a tuition. It was their opinion that
week. The thief presumably knew good,
and a schedule will soon be an- many children who should go are not
where the alcohol was kept and apnounced. Games have been asked doing so on account of the financial
propriated it while all the clerks were
with Hereford, Portales, Fort Sum- difficulty. The superintendent pointt the front end of the store. No ner and Roswell.
ed out that many who had signified
arrests have been made so far in conThe rain upset attendance records their intentions of sending their chilnection with the theft.
for the week, and Incidentally drove dren have not done so, and that if no
several gradea into one room. The tuition were charged and the departMANAGE
BUSINESS
TO
Eugene Field, due to stopped up lead ment made a free school as are all
pipes, had small lakes in two rooms. the other grades, more children would
G. E. Jones has returned to Clovii During
the heat of the summer the
is the hope of the Board
from Wichita Falls, Texas, where he tar melted and filled the drains, mak- enroll. It
parents will read, or be made
has been for some months In the em- ing it impossible to drain the roof. that all
they
ploy of the Nunn Electric Company. Consequently it soaked through and familiar, with this notice that
may enroll their children at once.
Mr. Jones returns to Clovis to have came into the rooms in a stream. The
accommodate twenty-fiv- e
charge of the Nunn Ele'tric Com-- ! board of education has put two roofs The room will
in the forenoon, and twenty-fiv- e
ny'i new business that will open on this building in three years in an
in the afternoon.
ronn in the Klein building on North effort to prevent water from leaking
Main Street.
into the building.
CIRCUS RAINED OUT
When it is stormy children are perICUGHT INTEREST
mitted to bring lunches. The teachThe big rain which fell Monday and
IN DRUG STORE
ers have been instructed that this is Tuesday put the Yankee Robinson
Of course children
permissible.
out of business as far as an
Joe C. McClelland has recently pur- ordinarly going homo at noon will circus
exhibition in Clovis was concerned.
chased a half interest in the City continue to do so during good weathThe circus did not even unload, exDrug Co. Pr. Scott and Mr. McClel er.
cept, as was necessary to feed the
land now own all the stock in this
The high school attendance con- animals. The show would have made
business.
tinues to increase, there being over a clean-uhere this year if the weath210 on Friday of last week. Addi- er had been favorable.
tional desks have been placed in the
auditorium, new classes have been
formed, and additional equipment
purchased to care for the unexpected
NEXT WEEK increase.
The high school girls will begin at
AFTER THIS
once a systematic course in physical
No girl ia excused unless
training.
Ham and Ramsey, the
she has a doctor's written statement
revivalists, will commence a revival that she is unable to do this kind of
Last week the city had one bid on
meeting in Clovis on Wednesday night exercipe. For the present the period
paving
from the Bitulithic people.
September 24.- The Elks Auditorium will be about as follows: Three minThe price was much higher than
has been secured for the revival Bnd utes drill, twelve minutes setting up
former bids and higher than the memit will be well seated and room pro- exercises, and the remainder of the bers
of tho city council figured that
vided for all who attend. While these time in games. This will be followed
property owners would be satisgreat preachers have never held a by a shower and a quick change in the
fied to pay at this time. The conrevival in Clovis, they are well known dresses preparatory to going to the
tractors would not agree to handle
to most everyone in this section by next class. These periods are to come
the work before next spring so it was
the reputation they have earned as twice weekly. Miss Sue Wilson will
decided to wait until that time to let
successful evangelists and no duubt have charge of this department.
the contract. No doubt bids will he
best
be
the
of
one
will
meeting
In
the
a very short time children not
for at that time. It will
attended ever held in Clovis. Specia vaccinated will be excused from
not be necessary for the city to go
music will be a feature of the meet school until this matter is attended
through the legal procecdure of geting and a great choir will be gathered to. Kindly see that children not yet
ting service on the property owners
together under the leadership of Mr. vaccinated are vaccinated at once.
again, and it is calculated that pavRamsey, who has earned the reputa I'leose understand that this is not a
ing wi'l bo delayed very little by
Clovis regulation, but a state regulation of being one of the greatest goMeetings tion. School officials are to make a waiting until next spring, and no
pe! sincera in the south.
doubt the property owners will be
will be held each evening at the us- report of what they are. doing to see
saved
some money.
ual church hour and the other ser that the law is enforced.
to
from
time
announced
will
be
will
soon
The truant ofheer
make
vices
TAR AND FEATHERS FOR
some visits unless children of school
time.
DALLAS PROFITEERS
The revival is scheduled to last four age enroll without delay. The minimum age is six, and the maximum
weeks.
Dallas, Texas, A coat of tar and
ago is sixteen. We hope it will be
featchers, or the whipping post is
beSEPT.
SATURDAY,
20
any
parent
SALE
unnecessary
have
to
FOOD
threatened as a remedy for profiteers
fore the district judge which occurred
in an article received by a local newsThe Catholic ladies will have a food last year.
paper today, signed "Vigilantes of
ale at Barry Hardware Company
Dallas."
Most all kinds of cooked THE MISSES KENSaturday.
After Oct. 1, the article says, "rent
sale
and
offered
ENTERTAIN
for
be
DALL
will
foods
profiteering in Dallas must cease,"
the patronage of the public is so
and réntala return to the basis of
On Wednesday evening at the Gran
licitcd.
1917, with refunds to those who have
The ladies will continue to give Quivcra, the Misses Kendnll were
paid Increased rents in the interim.
theie sales on the 3rd Saturday of hostesses to the employes of the store,
Other alleged profiteering will be
who enjoyed a delightful three course
each month.
with after the rent proposition
dealt
dinner.
Thirteen fortunate guests is
settled, according to the article,
disproved the theory of the unlucky
WOUNDED AT SOISSONS
which bore no tangible clue to the
number, and at the close of the reidentity of its authors.
Jark Bingham, who lives near Bell- - past with its accompaniment of talks
responding
to
the
call
one
each
from
ser
from
overseas
view, ha returned
For Rent 320 acres finest row
vice. Jack volunteered in the Marines of the toast mistress of the evening,
at Denver in 1007 when ho was only Miss Maude Beck, all voted the oc- crop farm in the county, crop failure
years old and has seen casion a complete and enjoyable suc- unknown, good seven room house,
seventeen
deep well with water piped to house,
quite a bit of active service. Ho was cess.
numerous outbuildings, 200 acres unMadge
Misses
were
present
having
Those
Soissona,
at
wounded
badly
had his knee cap shattered by a shell. Tate, Marie Keily, Maude Beck, Edna der cultivation, 6 miles north of St.
He came from overseas about January Kcyes, Mesdamea Stea l and Whitley, Vrain. Write E. W. Bowyor, Clovis
1st, and has since been in the hospital Mesara. Whitley, Stout, Veasey, TurnMrs. W. Wismiller left Thursday
gottlng himself shaped up to go thru er and Gibson.
morning for Wichita Falls, where she
life, however, he will always carry a
Osteopaths use antiséptica and will remain for a short time.. Mrs.
tiff kneo from the wound received.
Jack qualified as an expert rifleman anesthetics in confinement cases and Wismiller expects to make her home
any other means that li necessary, tf in Clovii.
while In the service.

C. W. King, who lives near
Bellview has recently threshed
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WILL THE
DEPOSITS CLIMB UP

POSTOFFICE

GO?

Clovis banks are publishing
official statements this week that
show that Curry County is in
fine shape financially. The three 4
is
There
considerable speculation
Clovis banks show total deposits
at this time just where the post office
to the amount of f 1,460,247.80,
will be located after the lease on the
which is a considerable increase
over the statements made about
present building expires next March.
two months ago. This increase
The government has asked for bids
is made notwithstanding the fact
on a new lease for a term for five
that much wheat has not been
and ten years and these bids will be 4 marketed on account of the em- bargo.
opened on September 30th. It is
understood that the owners of the
building where the post office is now
have made the statement that they
WHAT THE PACKERS SAY
would not likely ask for a new lease
on their building This being the case
Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 18.
there will, in all probability, be several bidders with no knowing just Conditions of the food markets in the
where the post office will go. The world t indicate to the Institute of
knowing ones say that the post office American Meat Packers in session
here, that the demand for beef from
will not have near
on turning business 0(1(1, I'lllin jhad America for meeting shortage in Eufcnt rope, has about ceased, and that the
as the town has gl.
demand for pork is slackening, while
that we will, in all
city delivery in a few years and this in the United States the agitation
causes many people to cease making against the packers has caused, a
slump in the consumption.
daily visits to the post office.

fifty bushels of wheat per acre
from a field of ten acres. This
is a remarkable yield, but it is
one that is verified by thresher- men and neighbors who assisted
in the threshing and who helped 4
measuiu the giound,
4

NEW RAILROAD PLAN
OFFERED IN SENATE

44444444444444

Washington, Sept. 16. A new bill
proposing a permanent railroad policy
of private operation under government control and said to embody
views of the United States chamber
of commerce was introduced today by
republican,
Senator Frclinghuysen,
New Jersey, and referred to the interstate commerce committee.
Senator Frclinghuysen's bill pro-- j
poses a federal transportation board
with wide administrative powers' subject to the interstate commerce commission, a proposal that affairs of
railroads be managed by twelve directors, two elected by the employees,
eight by stockholders from persons
nominated by the transportation
board. Labor boards for each road
also are proposed.
Six per cent dividends are also proposed, as is organizations of the roads
into competitive sectional systems.

BAPTIST

OIL RIG MOVED OUT

The oil rig of the Mesa Oil and Gas
Company was moved out to their hold
ings aome thirty miles west of Por
tales Jast Tuesday morning, and they
expect to get busy at once. It requir
ed three big road trucks to pull it and
several wagons were used in hauling
the big bits, etc. The company has
just finished the fitting up of their
THE FLU AGAIN
offices in the Oldham building and are
The El Paso Morning Times calls now ready to rush the work to comPortales
attention to the very important and pletion as fast as possible
rcasiuring fact that if the "flu" is News.
coiuing back this winter we're going
to have our hands free to fight it N. M. RIFLE TEAM
WENT TO NEW JERSEY
and fight it much more effectively
than last year. The Times says:
Lieutenant Hobart Miller returned
Medical authorities are at variance
as to whether the country is to see a last week from Colwell, N. J., where
return this fall and winter of the he went with the New Mexico Kifle
epidemic of influenza that visited us Team, he having been selected a short
with such tragic results a little less while ago to coach this team. This
than a year ago. The majority opin- team is composed of about sixteen
ion is that there will be another epi- members selected from the civilian
demic, though p Sps in milder form rifle teams in various towns of the
than last year. Opposed to this view state. In the match at Colwell, N. J.,
is Dr. William H. Peter, health officer the New Mexico team captured fourth
of Cincinnati, who holds that the place in the small bore rifle team
United States has been made virtually match and fifteenth place in the state
imnrune by the visitation of last fall. teams match.
Everybody, of course will indulge
the hope that Dr. Peters is right; but
health authorities should act upon the ANOTHER HIGHWAY
assumption that he is wrong and leave
nothing undone to combat the disease should it make its appearance
ROUTED THIS
again. The experience of Europe has
been that one epidemic of influenza
is invariably followed by another.
Through the efforts of D. W. Jones,
Bombay was attacked last year and
District Highway Engineer, the "Inds
aain this year. In view of the
to Ocean" highway
of the epidemic in this country ian Trails-Ocealast year, it would be criminal to take has been routed through Clovis. The
any chances by a lack of preparedness first route was mapped out to go
from Childress, Texas, to Roswell,
this year.
Even should the epidemic come, we following a circuitous route in the
may take comfort in the fact that we section south of Clovis. Mr. Jones
11 be in a much better state to meet
showed authorities the federal aid
it nnd fight it than when it lust ap- that was being put on the roads thru
peared. A year ago all the energies this section and succeeded in getting
of the nation were being directed to the rond
from Childress to
the speedy movement of troops to Roswell and it now leaves Childress
France, and these troop movements going by way of Silverton, Tulia,
thence
undoubtedly had an effect in spread- Dimmitt nnd to
ing the duease. A great majority of to Clovis and on down the valley to
the good doctors were in the army Portales and Roswell and across to
and those who were left were inade- El Paso. The Indian Trails route is
quately prepared to cope with the one of the most important highways
epidemic.
This demoralization un- yet mapped out as it runs from the
questionably had a decided effect in Atlantic to the Pacific nnd will, when
increasing the mortality from the dis- well established, attract much auto
ease. This year we have all the doc- travel.
tors back with us and are fortified
with a large measure of experience CECIL HONEA AND MISS
MAMIE LYONS MARRIED
gained in the previous epidemic. Even
if the "flu" should hit us again, it is
Miss Mamie Lyoni and Mr. Cecil
almost inconceiveable that it will have
Honea were married Tuesday mornas deadly reilts as last year.
ing at the Catholic Church, Rev.
Miss Ethel Hickey of Albuquerque, Father Fabien performing the cereState Supervisor of the Home Service mony. The wedding was a quint afDepartment of the Red Cross, was In fair, only the immediate relatives
Clovis last week looking after Red being present. Immediately after the
Cross matters. Miss Hickey is teach- ceremony tho young couple left for
er of literature in the University of a trip to Mineral Wells, Fort Worth
New Mexico and has been handling and other points In Texas, but will
Red Cross matters during the vaca- return to Clovis soon to make their
home 'here.
tion period.
The bride is tho daughter of Mrs.
Dr. G. K. Maynard and family re- Mary Lyons and is a charming young
The
turned lust week from an automo- woman with many friends.
bile trip to Santa Fe, Albuquerque groom is wire chief of the Mountain
and points In tho western part of the States Telephone Company and has
position for
state. Tho doctor says they had a fine held this responsible
The Newa extends conouting, but nowhere did he see con- sometime.
ditions that anywhere near came up gratulations to these two excellent
with what we have here in Curry young people and wishes for them
much happiness.
County.
,
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CHURCH

SUNDAY

Next Sunday we expect to make a
great red letter day at tha Baptist
church. We have had forty additions
to the church in the last three or four
Sundays and next Sunday we want
every Baptist in the town in his or
her place at church.
Ham and Ramsey are to be here
the 24th day of this month and will
begin a meeting and we shall want
all the people to hear them. Bro.
Ham is the greatest Gospel preacher
in the land and I am praying that
God may turn things right side up
while they are here for many of them
are wrong side up now. I am hoping that Clovis may have the greatest
meeting of her existence. You can't
afford to miss any of these meetings.
We were exseédingly fortunate to
secure such a team as they are. Now
come one and all to this meeting and
lets pray that one time the Devil may
get his dues in Clovis.
Next Sunday we want to make a
great day in the kingdom. Sunday
school will begin at 9:45 sharp. Let'
all be there on time.
Preaching at 11, Subject "The
True Aim of a Revival of Old Fashioned Religion."
B. Y. P. U. at 7:15. A great
is desired. They are having
fine attendance and interest and revival is breaking out in the society.
Sunday night we want to make a
great hour. The subject will be
"What is a Hypocrite?"
Come to
hear this; it will be interesting and
instructive, and red hot from start
to finish. Come next Sunday to the
welcomest spot in Clovis.
S. B. CULPErPER, Pastor.
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Splendid nudiences last Lord's Day.
The large number of new attendants
each Sunday requires your presence
to welcome nnd make them feel at
home. On next Sunday evening Mrs.
Grisamore will take charge as Superintendent of the Intermediate C. E.,
at seven o'clock. Preaching at 11:00
a. m., and 8:00 p. m. Bible School at
9:45 a. m. On the last Sunday in
September there will be an election
of officers of the School. Junior C.
E. at 3:00 p. m.
You are always
welcome.
I. N. JETT, Minister.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH

There will be two services at this
The Sunday
church next Sunday.
School at 9:45 a. m. and the 11 a. i ..
preaching service. A promotion service will be held in connection with
the Sunday School.
Th Rev. Mr. Smith, who resides in
Clovis will preach the sermon of the
morning. Mr. Smith is a minister of
many years experience and there reside in Clovis many Presbyterians
who have enjoyed his good ministry
as their pastor in Coleman, Texas.
They with the rest of us are deüghted
to have him preach for us at this
time.
A cordial welcome attends all who
may worship with us.
TED P. HOLIFIELD, raster.
For Sale Slightly used Studubak-e- r
car. Cash or terms. Would accept good "Ford" as part payment.
Phone 202.
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How are Your Chiles Eyes?
Many children are greatly retarded in their school
work on account of having poor eyes. Defective vi- -

;

but it it even worse now after something like 100 new residences have
Every
been erected since spring.
house in town is filled, rooming houses
are filled and even the hotels turn
people away every day. Clovis needs
another good hotel, several good
apartment houses and about one
hundred more new residences during
the coming year if her growth is not
retarded.

sion often causes constitutional trouble of various
kinds and the child is backward in school .work.

Free Examination
For the next 30 days we will make examinations of
children's eyes free. Bring your child in and have
its eyes examined. If necessary wc fit with the proper lenses required.

Denhof Jewelry Co.
REGISTERED 07. T" INSISTS
CLOVIS, N. M.

The Clovis News

W hen we have
follow each other.
one wet season it is usuully followed
by one or more just as good.

Official Paper of Curry County.
The cow man seems to be (jetting
the buck passed to him on the high
cost of li- .reposition. Cattle are
EDWARD L. MANSON
j Jjtvrj- they were at a pre-- ,
-Editor and Publish'
V'"
that cun be
Vy few thing's that
I
pedal notice. Not- Entered at the postof flee at Clovis, I withstaiutTTig their low price, it of
New Mexico, as second class matter course costs more to raise cattle than
at any time in the history of the busi
under the act of March 8, 1870.
ness.
.

VN.thin(j

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Year
Six Months

$1.50
.75

What has become of the pessimist
who was howling a few months ano
about how difficult it was froing to be
for everyone to find employment
when all the soldiers returned from

France?
The bankers of New Mexico report
that business is pood, not merely
bankmg, but interests generally are
in better condition than in many
years. The bankers keep the pulse
and temperature records of thn van- ous communities and when there is
trouble know it. Albuquerque Jour- nal.
The deposits of the Clovis banks
show a steady gain from one official
statement to the other. The statement issued by the three banks this
past week shows a healthy increase in
deposits over what It was two months
ago. Clovis is the best town in eastern New Mexico today and is in the
best county in the state. Just watch,
us grow,
u ... a
i
ru

It looks like now that Curry County if in for another good wheat crop
next year. Farmers now have plenty
of moisture in the ground to prepare
the soil and plant the seed wheat and
there is seldom a year in this wr.ian
when good fall rains come that the
wheat docs not make a good yiel.l the
following summer. The plains country has had plenty of moisture this
year and it is a noticeable fact, that
will bo attested to by any man who
has resided on the plains for as many
as fifteen years, that our wet seasons

bxkib
1

The building of u rural telephone to
the north part of the county is ab
solutely the most importnnt proposi
tion before the people of Clovis the
coming year. It is not going to be a
small job to get this undertaking
through but it is going to be one that
will be worth while. A good rural
phone system will link the town and
country much closer together.

DAIRY OF A MOVIE V1LLIAN
Monday Shot two men, poisoned a
third and cracked a safe today. Spent
the evening quietly at home playing
with the baby.
Tuesday Blew up Sunday school
this morning. Nothing much to do
brained an old man,
this afternoon
that's all. Played with the baby again
this evening.
Wednesday This morning I threw
two old women into a deep well and
knifed a bridegroom. Spent the afternoon trying on new mustaches and
a new way of flicking the ashes from
my cigarette which the director wants
to try out. Played checkers with the
wife in the evening.
Thursday
Broke up a happy family, abducted a young girl and got
over my new eipurette flick with great
success today. More checkers with
tha wife tonight.
Friday Slit a man's throat in the
morning and kicked a boy to death
this afternoon. Played with the baby
again this evening.
Saturday Nothing much doing today murdered a few people and
broke into a house and took the family jewels. Played with the baby and
then played checkers with the wife tonight. Ho, hum, this is a stale life.
Guess I'll have to get into something
besides the movies something where
things aren't so monotonous and
there's more excitement.
October
Film Fun.
ICONOCLASM
Ford cars now have self stratcrs.
As Henry, at last accounts, was
190,000 cars behind his orders, probably these few words of free advertising will not greatly affect his busi
ness.

talks back to him every time.
And in the winter time what joy
there is in getting the old reliable to

rattle.
You started at 7 a. m. and
you get that first backfire.

at

8

ill

Lú

Such muscles as we have were heaped on our bones layer by layer, thru
the chill months, and the only callouses a lot of us display came from
carresslng the handle of the family
flivver in December.
regTo date the Ford has been
different instituular institution,
tion; one that required energy and
intelligence to start and a high degree of endurance to keep going.
But with self startei, and real
springs and maybe, even a cushion
two inches thick and a tire bigger
than a bicycle tire, the old Ford is
so civilized and humanized that all
the sporting joy of running it will be
lost forever.

nc

a package

before the war

pc a package

e)

during the war
c a package

POINT ENTERPRISE

NOW

4
Mrs. Steed, County Club Leader,
called at the school house Thursday
morning and gave a talk concerning
the exhibit. The date for tho exhibit
will be announced later.
There was prayer meeting at Mr.
Lewis' home Thursday evening.
Mr. Simon Cheeley, who has been
in service overseas for several months,
is at the home of his sister, Mrs,
Joiner.
Mrs. Rob Ilynian spent the past
week at the home of her mother, Mrs,
Carnahan.
Mr. and Mrs. Hughes of Clovis were
at Joe McGregor's Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Boeden and Mrs.
Boeden's mother of California are
visiting with Mr. Boeden's sister, Mrs.
Carnahan.
Clyo Doris was very sick a few
days the past week.
We had a good Sunday School Sunday. A large crowd uttended. Those
of you who were not at Sunday
School where are "you" spending
your Sabbath? We invite you to conn-oveand join a good people in a good
work.
The young folks enjoyed a water
melon feast at Mr. Joiner's Sunduy
nfter Sunday School.
Mis Vera Wil.-ovisited home
folks Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. A. S. Wall er went to Tulia
Saturday.
Sehool is getting along fine. There
is now nn attendance of fifty.
The exhibit will he held Sepie-.cb24th, at the school house. All are
invited and uiyeil to be present. There!
will be a program iriven in the afternoon,
II. I E EYES.

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

r

The Fairmont
(Minn.) Sentinel
wunts to say something about Henry's
cars. It says it as follows:
Besides making walking a pleasure.
Clovis merchants are bidding for Mr. Ford did a lot of things for us.
the trade of the surrounding country
And now he is going to spoil it by
this fall with the biggest and best se- - putting a spluttering thingamabob to
looted stocks of goods they hao ever do your cranking for you.
had. During this fall the News' a
Personally one of the chief thrill
columns will be filled with messages we get out of our "automobile" if
from our merchants telling you what turning the handle that sticks out of
they have to sell. The home merchant its front piazza.
is your tnenrt.
Do not send your
It requires no brain nor bra-.vto
money to the foreign concern that stomp on a button and make your endoes not help to upbuild Curry Coun gine wheeze.
FOR SALE
ty.
But to properly crank a fliver is
a fine art.
One twenty-eigh- t
inch Case SepaAll the coast country of Texas has
The art crank ist gives Betsy just
rator.
been swept by a severe hurricane dur- one slight upheave, and she snorts.
Case Gus Tractor.
One
ing the past week that has resulted
He does not whirl the crank madly,
One
LaCrosse 24 inch Disc
or property, nnr Hnp h miff nnH mint mil rnv
in a vast destruction
plow with attachment for two six disc
The plains may have a few faults but in the roadway.
tho News actually believes there are' Just the slight upward touch of the gangs.
One 4 disc 24 inch Sanders Engine
more good things and less undesirable true artist and the faithful Henry
Plow.
6nes In this section than any part of . l.
One 5 gang 14 inch Mould Board
the United States. We have an oc
of 0h)o CUy of
Plow.
cu8ional dry year and a dust itorm
Lucas County, m.
nlt J. Cliensy manes oatn mat B
n
One
harrow.
once In ft while durinfr these Hrv timo .
,. , i It senior partner ol the firm of P. J.
.
.. ..
.
..
One
Case Gas Tractor.
Cheney A Co.. doing btiKlrem tn the City
uMb IV an uouaiijr Luiiicn uub null in
Toledo, County and State afomald,
One
Tandem Disc harrow.
the long run and a man makes about of
and that said firm will pay the ium of
All the above in good condition.
as easy a living hore as any place on ONE! HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every cane of Catarrh that cannot he Address X care News office, or call
the globe, and does not have to run cured
hy the use of HALL S CATAKRH
at News office for further
FRANK ).. CHENüt,
the risk of storms and cyclones cither. MEDICINE.
Sworn to before me and guhirrlWd In
my preoence, this 6th Any of rwamker,
What is Clovis going to do about
(Benl)
Notary PuMlc.
mm mmmmmmmfwai :::ir
the house problem? This is a ques
Hull's Catarrh Ilcdlrlne In tnlien Inand arts tlirn.iR-tho Mloort on
i
(inn tlmt is
II
nt vital infnn.t to every- - "".any
th Mu(.011 snrfnr of the svetem. s,.n.'
ero in the city. Last spring all of for teitlmonlala.
F. J. CH1SNKV ft CO., Toledo. O.
us thought there was a deplorable
Bold by all druinrlat. "to.
.DRAYA5K AM) TRANSFER
Hall's Family Fills for constipation.
hortage of houses and rooms for rent
PHONE 67
Let us do your hauling and
9 moving $1.00 per loal for sinnll
wagon, $2.00 per load for big
wugon. We do crntlng and ran
also furnish storuge. Boxes for
sale.
When yon go to move don'l for- er

1ST

1

h"

l"Tn' H'liifFTHBii

Mrs. J. W. Welch
Teacher of Piano

Twenty Years Experience

Modern Methods Tatirht
'arcful and Thorough
Training a Specialty.
For Information and Terms call at 108 X. Pile or
Phone No. '214.

20-4- 0

three-sectio-

Wm. Ratzburg

8

t.

fr.

The Banker
-a- nd the Farmer
By

191.

with a Bank the Farmer places himself

support that is so necessary at certain seasons in all Agricultural pursuits. And
it is Hie Farmer's
raf ion that places the hank in
posilion to render such srpport. In a word the Hanker
and the Farmer need each other.
in position to receive the financial

co-op-

e

We particularly solicit the accounts of farmers and the
facilities of the bank are ALWAYS at their disposal.

The Citizens Bank
of Clovis

Loans on either real estate or chattel mortgage security.

M.

Plastering and Stucco Work
Phone 299
Residence

Room 18 Pierce Hotel

W. Lincecum

Ap

get us.

wmmmmmmmmmmmMii

Brooms
Made In
Clovis
The Clovis llroom Factory Is
now making excellent brooms
which can bo found on sale
with every first class groccruian
Id Clovis. We do not retail our
brooms, but sell direct to the
Talroiilio home Inmerchant
dustry by asking for our
We are la the market
brooms.
all along for a little self working broom mm.

O. M. Reese

s
The Ford Motor Company have instructed us to sell the genuine Ford
Parts to any and every reliable Garage
who will pledge their use in the repair
of Ford ears. The genuine Ford Parts
are absolutely necessary to the owner
of Ford cars that he may get full service from his car. We cany them and
so, we hope, in a short time will every
reliable (iarage. We solicit your service business because we havc the Ford
Methods, the Ford Parts, the Ford
Mechanics and the Ford prices. Incident ly would be glad to get your order
for one or more Ford cars.

HIGHWAY GARAGE

Subscribe for THE NEWS $1.50

I

THE CLOVtj NEWS,

Charter

No. 8784.

REPORT
LOCUST GROVE NOTES
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THE CONDITION OF THE

District No.

II.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

4

X

01

THURSDAY, SEPT. 18, 1919.

Dear Editor: We beg your pardon at Clovis, in the state of New Mexico, at the close of business on September
12th, 1919.
for being absent to long, but we have
RESOURCES
been 10
that we Just
didn't have time to write. But here's Loans and discounts, including rediscounts
1748,535.68
hoping that we may do better in the Notes and bills rediscounted (other than bank
$90,481.90 90,481.90 $668,053.68
acceptances sold)
future.
There has been so much going on J U. S. CoTerament securities owned t
to secure circulation (U. S. bonds
and so much news we hardly know Deputed
par value)
12,500.00
where to start.
Pledged as collateral for State or other deposits
or bills payable
14,000.00
Ira W. Taylor is building a house
.
Owned and unpledged
12,600.00
down in the sand hills for K. K.
Total U. S. Government securities
39,100.00
Other bond, securities, etci
Ike Goedeke has built an addition Bonds (other than U. S. bonds) pledged to seto his house and repainted it, and
cure postal savings deposits
3,000.00
made several improvements, which Securities, other than U. S. bonds (not including
stocks),
unpledged
and
owned
35,230.97
certainly adds to tbe attraction of
Total bonds, securities, etc., other than U. S.
38,230.97
the farm.
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of
Mr. Jason Virdcn has hIbo been adsubscription) . .
3,250.00
Value of banking house, owned and unincumbered
ding to his house.
23,316.75
14,000.00
Private Riley Boss, who saw ser- Furniture and fixtures
Keul estate owned other than banking house
5,600.00
vice overseas, returned home about
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank
43,146.49
two weeks ago. Riley says this coun- Cash in vault and net uniounts due from nationtry looks good to him.
al banks
55,753.34
Mr. and Mrs. Sum Kundol and Mrs. Net amounts due from banks, bankers, and trust
companies .
169,06
T. J. Ruudol and duughter, Gladys,
Checks on other banks in the same city or town as
returned lust week from a visit with
reporting bank
5,240.48
fricmU and relutives in Tay'or CounTotal of Items 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17
61,163.48
or
city
town
of
on
Checks
outside
banks
located
ty, Texas.
of reporting bunk and other cash items
1,6(10.05
M"t. Bessie Itoas and Mrs. Ofle Ray
Redemption fund with ,U. S. Treasurer und due
have been vmiting their pawnts, Mr.
from U. S. Treasurer
G2"i.00
uml Mrs. G. P. Curry.
$888,148.42
Total
Mrs. K. N. Hugh r enjoyed a visit
from one of her sisters this summer.
LIABILITIES
Mr. John W. Minion and Thomas
Grady of Negra were visiting in this Capital stock paid in
$100,000.00
community lust week. They are mak- Surplus fund
17,500.00
ing Rood holding down their claims Undivided profits
9,123.10
Less
paid..
taxes
expenses,
1,696.86
interest
and
7,426.24
current
near Negra.
Circulating notes outstanding
12,500.00
There have been some men worging Net
13,882.00
uniounts due to National banks
ler's Friday night in honor of his Net amounts due to bunks, bunkers, and trust
Refreshnein". Miss Imn Bicham.
companies
46,507.26
21,154.24
ments of delicious watermelon was Cashier's checks on own bank outstanding
81,543.50
Total of Items 30, 31, 32, and 33
served and all present expressed
516,587.84
Individual deposits subject to check
themselves as having spent a very
Total of demand deposits (other than bank deevening.
posits) subject to Reserve
516,587.84
Mrs. M. A. Todil has moved to Certificates of deposit (other than money borrowed)
95,459.43
town, where she is teaching school.
417.63
Postal savings deposits
Our school started this week with Other time deposits
9,521.16
i
subject
to
105,398.22
deposits
Reserve..
Miss Bledsoe of near Fort Sumner as
Totul of time
2,920.00
2,920.00
principal und Miss Odem of Clovis as War loan deposit account.
Bills payable, other than With Federal Reserve
primury teacher.
Bank (including all obligations representing
50,000.00
money borrowed other thun rediscounts)
There has been some men working
on an oil proposition to get a deep
$888,146.42
Total
test well put down in this neighborhood, hut it seems as though they Liabilities for rediscounts, including those with
90,481.90
Federul Reserve Bank
failed to get the amount of leases
90,481.90
Total contingent liabilities
they wanted. So everything is nt a
State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss:
standstill.
bank, do solemnly
I, C. W. Harrison, President of the
Several from this place Hended
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge und bea party at the home of W. A. Bell, lief.
north of Tevico .Saturday night.
C. W. HARRISON. President.
buiy-minde- d
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l GOODRICH y
"Goodrich has
The Tire"
The Summer of 1919
established this outstanding automobil-in- g
fact, "Goodrich

has THE TIRE."
Car owners and drivers

everywhere are

say-

ing it, passing along
the good news by
word of mouth.

At the outset Goodrich
knew it had the tire
knew it by knowledge of tire making
knew it by
road-testin-

g.

That's why Goodrich

stepped forth last
June with its revolue
tionary
Adjustment, and
certified Goodrich
Tires at 6,000 Miles
for Fabrics; and 8,000
Miles for Silvertown
Cords.
More-Mileag-

The performance of
Goodrich Tires has
made the Goodrich
Certified Mileage, the
peak standard tor tire
service; just as Goodrich list prices and

above-mime-

Goodrich
quality
have always told tire
users what tires to
drive, and what to
pay for them.
Buy

Goodrich

Tires

from a Dealer
ADJUSTMENT
Fabrics
6,000 milei
. 8,000 miles
Corda

1

Run-nell- s.

TIRES

i

BEST IN THE

f

SEEKS INSURANCE
Correct Attest: C. A. SCIIKUR1CH, L. H. GRKGU, W. I. LUIKART,
AT ACE OF 131 Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of September, 1913.
FAY 1IKAI), Notary Public.
Lexington Ky. "Unele Johnny"
Shell, probably th oldest man in the My Commission expirus February 5th, 1923.
world celebrated his 131st bi'.lhday
the other day by sending fur a life died
a conservative to the last and what other people wunt better than
insurance agent.
they themselves, pays for his folly.
in poverty.
"You never can tell what'll happen,
There is a moral hero a whole The keynote of business today is
sonny," he told the agent, "and I
bunch of morals. Tho man who stands, quick sales on a small margin. Enter
want to preparo for the worst."
still goes backward. The man who prising merchants want to turn over
The agent looked over his rute card
doesn't advertise goes into bankrupt- their stock at least four times a year.
and found that his card covered only
cy. The man who thinks he knows This is done by advertising, and in no
the first 105 years of a man's life.
other way.
It is noteworthy that
The agent is now busy with his headmost of the effective advertising is
quarters trying to learn if he can indone in the newspapers. The best as
sure "Uncle Johnny."
A shave with a Smile is set a newspaper has is its band of
Shell was first married at the age
readers.
The merchant knows this
of 19 and lived with his first wife for
a Srfcve Worth While
and profits by it.
more than 90 years. He lived
There are a good many men in the
years in one house. Tie is
country who are more or less like the
children,
the father of twenty-ninlate Stockwell, and none of them are
the oldest now living being more than
successful. The man who succeeds is
90 years of age.
the one who lets the people know what
Six years ago he married again at
his wares are' and who stands behind
the nge of 12fi. By his second wife
his advertisements.
Philadelphia In
ho has one child, a boy, aged 5 years.
quirer.
He was nt the advanced age of 74
during the Civil Wur. He was born
!no
and dried
near Knoxville, Tenn., twelve years
PROGRAM AT ROSWELL
after the battle of Bunker Hill, and
Shaving in the modwas full grown when the wnr of 1812
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 16. There
began. He has seen the United States
ern way with modern
will be nothing cut and dried about
develop from a small nation to a
utensils is a real pleasthe program of the annual convention
world power.
ure rather than a nuis-ane- e. !of the Ozark Trails association which
He bears his age well. His mind is
will be held here October 1, 2 and 3.
clear and his eyesight is far better
There will be delegates by the hund
than that of many men still in their
reds at the convention and the pro
However, even some
youth.
gram will be molded to suit their
deof the latest shaving
wishes.
This policy has been carried
HE NEVER ADVERTISED
out in past years and it is believed to
vices are not a big imbe one of the reasons for the contin
D. W. Stockwell, who died recently,
provement over the old.
ued interest and large attendance at
had one great claim to fame, albiet a
Hut we are in position
the conventions of this association.
rather Insidious one. He never adThere will of course be a number of
to
which
know
the
are
vertised. During the Civil War he
good speakers and lectures, but in the
made what was considered a great
most worthy, as wo have
main the three days session will take
general
fortune for his times in his
up the problems which the delegutcs
liad
to
an
opportunity
store at Aurora, III. His idea was
want taken up.
that whatever had been good at one
invest iyrate ito'in all.
A jazz band from Kansas, one from
time was good for all times. So he
Arkansas, and Tucumcnri's twenty
We tender you a most
never had uny bargain sales, never
five piece bund ore the musical or
lowered the price of anything. After
hearty invitation to inganizations which have been promised
the war cnnie a great fall in values,
spect our wortliy assortin addition to Koswell's own band
but Stockwell kept, up his prices.
Col. W. H. Harvey, president of the
When he bought goods they were
ment of razors, strops,
association, is however, expecting
of the vintage of the late fiO's or
hones, Mades, brushes,
others. St. Louis seems to be in the
early AO's, He stood still.
soaps in all fornis,sooth-iiij- í race strongest for the next conven
For ten years he managed to weathtion.
er the gale by such additions as he
e

We Can

i!

i

For Comfort
and Good Service
BUY A FAIR OF

Peters "Diamond Brand"
Work Welts

Flexible-Sole- d

Here are the Strong Points
1. Flexible Oak Leather Sole.
2. Full Double Toe.
3.
Outsole.
e
4.
Leather Insole.
5. All Leather Heel.
G.
Sole Leather Counter.
7. Ootul, Plump Upper Stock.
TRY A PAIR FOR ALL THE COMFORT OF A DRESS SHOE AND THE
BERVICE OF A HEAVY WORK
SHOE
Solid-Leath-

er

One-Piec-

Rodes-BradleyC-

o.

present time he hus been solicited to
lie on every given subject, and can't
remember having told a wholesome
truth without diminishing his
list or making an enemy.
Under these circunistunces of trial,
and having a thorough contempt for
himself, he retires in order to recruit
his normal constitution."

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
AND GENERAL PUBLIC

After holding down the price of
work all summer, below either East
or West of us, we are now forced to
raise the price to 87',c per hour, effective Nov. 12, 1919. We thank all
those who have helped us in the past,
and assure them good, satisfactory
CLOVIS MUSIC CLUB
work in the future.
Carpenters and Joiners,
The music club will meet Tuesday
Clovis, No. 671.
evening, September 23rd., at 8:30
L. L. KYLE, V. Pres.
o'clock at the Baptist Church. An
J. B. DEGGS, Rec. Sec.
interesting program will be given
followed by community singing. All
The skin of an elephant when taninterested in music are urged to at- ned is very expensive, the tanning
v
tend.
taking i.bout six months.

Make Your

Shaving Easier

Phone No. 07 for job printing.

d

v--

made to his stock, but the old stulT
still remained on the shelves. Then
his place became known as the morgue and though he kept it open daily,
it is said that a customer never entered it in the last twenty years. Women
in search of clothes had no use for
the hoop skirt, bnlmoral stockings and
cloth gaiters of long ago. Men, who
are less particular than women, would
rather have gone naked than wear
the apparel offered. The old man had
the courage of bis convictions and

cut

ointments, etc.

IS IT WORTH WHILE

Southwestern

Drug Co
The Rexall Store
Phone

68-7- 1

Clovis, N. M.

An exchange relates the following
story of a retiring editor presumably
of some other country than the
United States:
"An editor retired from journalism
and his 'good-bwas chronicled in
the following language: The under
signed retires from this paper with
the conviction that all in vanity. From
the hour his paper was started to the

SH01
We have expert workmen and
can do your shoe repairing on
short notice. We use the best

material and workmanship.
We make your old shoes look
like new.

tiedmann
SHOE STORE
Shoe Repairing A Specialty
SOUTH MAIN STREET

iürHáV. slrri.'ia. J919.
'!
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BAPTISTS

IRLO

THE PEOPLE'S

PROGRAM

(Lrude!

SOUTH

TO

Each State it Given Definite Task Tt
Perform In Railing Huge Sum
For Denomination's New

i

Budget

li

Drive

Our Sue Well
Coming In Big
Field reports at this
writing show that the
Sue well at IJanger is

-

-

On.

nnrmn.njLim.ru

making S00 bbls. ltcfore
forc-

'.r;!'

ing the oil up through

that tilled
the hide after a light
all the dehris

It

looks

like a

mighty gusher.

That's

the oil that
dividend

into

goes

sure.

Other

9

wells are doing tine.

20,000 Bbls.
Texas Crude has

Dr. L. R. Scarborough of Fort Worth,
Tex., General Director of Campaign,

con-

tracted for 48.800 acres

task. The campaign has now been organized with the general headquarters
In
ashvllle, Tenn., whore Dr. I,. R.
Scarborough, president of the .South'
western liaptist Theological Seminary
at Fort Worth, is In eharse ns general
director for the South. He is uBsiswd
by a number of men In chaw ul special divisions of the work, while each
of tlie eighteen states In the territory
of the Southern Baptist Contention
has In turn perfected a state organiza-tlonIncluding a State Director, a
State Organizer and St.ite Publicity
Director.
Kach association, or district, within each of the stain has
likewise Roiten busy by naming its
or district directors, and
the work of organization has been car
rled Into the local churches to the extent that practically all of tha more
than 2,",0'ii) local Baptist congregations
in the South have their workers
named to4 help put over the biggest
church drive that has ever been attempted in this section of the country.
There are 3,000,000 white Baptists holding church membership In the South,
and It Is hoped to reach every man,
woman and child among them with
the message of this campaign and
give each of them a part In the plan
of saving the world by giving to the
extent of their ability to this- vast con
ervatlon fund.
Christian education, home and for
Ign missions, state missions, ministerial relief, orpharages and hospitals,
are among the various general Interests of the denomination that will be
cared for In this campaign, the matter
local
of local church expenses, Mid
church equipment not being Included.

in the wonderful Louisi-

ana field. A

20.(MM)

hid.

well is reported in right

heside us and another
."()0-bl)-

well right in Ihe

l.

new value for the stock-

Dividends and

extra dividends

that's

what it looks like.

DIVIDEND
Texas Crude is a dividend payer.

Next divi-

dend is payable in
Von can get it.

Oct-tobe- r.

Don't let this opportunity slip. JJuy while you
can get it at

tl

a

share.

The chance is limited,

(el

your order in now.

Between

Wire your reservation

Free Map on Request

Texas Crude
Syndicate
Underwriters
&

lie-finin-

g

Co.

(10 Main St., Fort
Worth, Texas

Fiscal Agents
Clovis, X. M.
i

Y

and

November

habit

--

forming

Cardui.

drugs

in

It is composed

only of mild, medicinal

ingredients, with no bad

mm
aV.7

.'JW.O

"0th

TAKE

every effort will be put forth in
and iii'ihlllzlris: tin:
forces in the South, preparatory to the
launching (if tho big drive for the subscriptions an, cash payments. July
was known as preparation n, until.
August was designated as Information
month, during which time every effort has been put forth In Informing
the people on every phatre of the campaign, while September has been des
Ignatcd as Intercession month, October
as enlistment month, November as
stewardship month, and the period
from November 30 to December 7 as
Tlctory week.
"We have undertaken a big task,"
Dr. Scarborough, the Ceneral Director,
ays, "but we have undertaken It In
Cod's name and for His glory, and by
trusting In God and doing our whole
duty, we will succeed. There II work
here for all. and glory enough for all
If we win, but we cannot succeed ex-cept we labor diligently and pray
earnestly.

ill!

AGED TEXAS WOMAN MAKES GIFT
From Matagooda, Texas, comes th
atory of the devotion of Mrs. M. J.
Bruce, an aged saint of that vicinity.
to the Baptist 75 Million Campaign.
Rhe gave her pastor $5 to apply on the
campaign and was Informed that
would not be token until
the week of November 30. "But I am
getting old," she replied, "and may not
live till the end of September, and I
do sot want to pass away without hav-tahad a part In this great campaign,"

frI XJ

Opinions held by the average man
vuú).
Hit of '.h: ip;cai-li4w- i

1

'

The Woman's Tonic
You can rely on Cardui.

r

VA

Surely it will do for you
what it has done for so
many thousands oi other
women! It should help.
"I was taken sick,
seemed to be
,"
writes Mrs. Mary E. Veste,

...

i

of Madison

YÁ

VI

I

Yjk

yA

Ll
TA

Heights, Va.
"I got down so weak,
could hardly walk . . .
just staggered around.
. . . I read ol Cardui,
and after taking one bottle, or before taking quite
all, I ielt much better. I
took 3 or 4 bottles at
that time, and was able tn
do my work. I take it in
the spring when run- down. I had no nnr tit
and I commenced eating.
11 n wlc Desl lonlc
ever

saw."

Try Cardui.

n

i.
rui isiitggi5U
All

r

m

fall

try

out today and

p

o

dollies we've hoiiht

I'ur yon.

we'd have tn pay a bi advance;

at least

.$."

or $10 more a tfannciit.

lint we hoiijilit early and we're Koing
to see that yoll jet the benefit of our

pm
t
mm,

early lniyinjr.

v

'

I'

.

the present market prices.

Hart Schaffner
& Marx

e r
C

made the clothes; nobody can make bet-

ter ones.
made;

,

UP.
I

not on

on what we paid months ago

wif-

n

We're basinj; our prices

'..

They're

all-woo-

l,

carefully

ijiiaraiitecd to satisfy

styli.--h.

Voll.

i4

.V"!

You'd he ficitinir a ptod bitf money's

I

if we did ask present market

worth
,

trices.

I'ut we're not.
And that makes it .f.n.r .fl()

better for

von.

M

ANDELL'S
I'lie

hour of Hart SclialTiier

THE MONROE DOCTRINE

after-effec- ts.

I

New Mexico
Land, Oil and
Cattle Co.

HURRY-$1-T0DA-

H'M.

covenant will halt warfare, the lien-- I
efits that will come to the ordinary
people, and the world progress which
will accrue.
Criticisms of the league arc wel-- I
corned by the people who know that
everything man made is apt to have
some mistakes. Nobody claims for
the league that it is wholly perfect.
Our own federal constitution which
we must admit has served well during
our national existence hnd to be
amended many times and still there
But the people
are imperfections.
are satisfied with the general lines of
the league covenant anil are instructing the senators that it will be well in
the country, and incidentally, for the
senators, if the league of tuitions is
given the official O. K. of America.

In use lor over 40 years!
Thousands of voluntary
letters from women, telling of the good Cardui
has done them. This is
the best proof of Ihe value
of Cardui. It proves that
Cardui is a good medicine
lor women.
There are no harmful or

Haj-tis- t

loday.

Texas Crude Oil

now

For
Weak
Women

ti'

1o

That's what has happened.

i

,

midst of our property.
It looks like millions in
holders.

duplícalo

1

heing cleaned out

shot.

If we were

n

Recognizing the need of tho world
tor more religion and christian servid
long general linee, the BaptliU of ta
8outh have resolved to contribute $73,
000,000 to a program of reconstruction
following the war, and havo laid plant
to subscriba this sum during the week
of November 30 December 7, a period
of five years to be given in which to
complete the payment of these sub
scrlptlons.
The decision to Inaugurate tbli
world program was reached at tin
meeting of the Southern Baptist Cor
Mention In Atlanta last May, when tin
morn than 4,000 delegates present
Toted unanimously to undertake tbs

Monarch of the Independent Companies

Beating the Market for You

-

TO RAI8E $75,000,000 FOI
GENERAL PURPOSES WITH- IN NEXT FIVE YEARS.

WHOLE

(Texlco-FarweNews)
The president has discovered what
the newspapers learned earlier thai
the- people ure not interested in lawyer discussions and luarul technicalities in the league of nations covcnar.t
or in the trcnty with Germany. Technical discussions with exact translations nml
with minute
..nalysia of minor phrases, with
and studious examinatim.-o- f
legal or diplomatic language, these
rarely cause people to read and ponder.
The' people however, are vitally interested in the league of nations, although some politicians and
appear to be ignoring that
fact. Some senators who now claim
that the people enre not on whit
about the league are apt to change
their minds before the presidential
tour ends, though some of tho toga
wearers may learn too late to insure
their support at tho polls when opportunity for
come.
The opinion of the people nre indicated guite well by two little incidents that crept into the papers since
the president started on his 10,01)0
mile trip.
At Dcnnison a gri7.::!i.i
old man elbowed his way to the b. ck
of the train, reached his hand up to
the president, shook the president's
hund genuinely, and said, "I lost two
sons in the war, Mr. Wilson. I've go',
one left and don't want to huve to
send him across in the coming wvi.
want things fixed so I wont have to
lose him. I wish you success on your
trip, Mr. Wilson." At Des Moines an
old woman sought the president and
was introduced. "I would have gone
myself with my boy if they had needed me and could have found work that
an invalid could do," she said, "but
pleuse do your best to get this league
of nations working so that another
world war will be impossible. We are
with you, my boy."
Lawyers and senators and politicians may fight over article "X" but
the people want the league of nations.
Decause they disagree with the drafted league plans as regards Shantung
some senators would throw out the
whole covenant but the people want
a league. The old man at Dcnnison
and the old woman at Des Moines
hud things figured out about right.
The president is recognizing the
fact that even from his lips the people do not want exhaustive reports on
technicalities or attempted explanations of some of the more vng.te
phrases in the covenant they want
to know the scope of the league, tin
:riH'iner in which the international
ll

PLAN
t

Xt'm

ft

INTEREST

The Monroe Doctrine wits n formal
notice sened on the Nations of Ku-- j
rope by the United States, that this
country would consider as unfriendly
uny act by the nations of Kurope
looking toward the acquiring of more
territory in the Western Hemisphere;
thnt this government would resent
and resist such an net.
That was enough.
There ai ! those who express a fear
that with the adoption of the League
of Nations, the Monroe Doctrine will
be abrogated.
In the Covenani of the League the
nations agree not to do that which
our own government asked them not
to do, and which request has been
respected for 96 years.
The promise extends over the world
as well as to the Western Hemisphere.
But the Covenant goes further as
regii-ilthe Monroe Doctrine. H
specially provides:
"Nothing in this Covenant shall be
deemed to affect the validity of the
international engagements, such as
treatment of arbitration or regional
understandings, like the Monroe Doctrine, for securing the maintenance
of peace."
By the Covenant the Monroe Doctrine is not weukened; it is strengthened. It is given positive recognition
by all the 46 nations in the League.

.If its news The News wants it.
Phone us. No, 97.

A:

Marx cluihi s

NOTICE OF SALE
OF SCHOOL BONDS

Public notice is hereby given that
school district Ten uf Curry County,
New Mexico, have duly voted negotiable coupon school bonds in the sum
of $22.000.00, which will be 44 in

tice that he will receive sealed bids
for the sale of said bonds and will
open the same ut his office at 2 p. m.
on the Uith day of October, 1919;
that all bids must be accompanied by
a certified check for ten per cent of
said hid, which shull be forfeited in
case said bidder does not comply with
the
of this notice, and that
said bonds shall he sold to the highest
responsible bidder, but right is reserved to reject any and all bids.
Witness my hand this Kith duy of
September, 1919.
!MH-4tJ. S. MORGAN,
County Treasurer Curry County,

number of $000.00 each, bearing interest at the rate of six per cent, payable
to beiir date of
October 1st, 1919, to run !)0 years
from date, with option to pay after
ten years.
Now therefore,
the undersigned
County Treasurer of Curry County,
as directed by law, gives public no N.
y

-
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n

Mo numen
Are you in the market for a
ument?

If so

mon-

look over my designs and

get my prices before buying.
I will save you the middleman's
commission.

C. D. Fitts
P. O.

Boxlll,Texico, N.

M.

,

THE CLOVIS NEW?

Dr. Jones, V. S., of Clovis does not handle our
cine, nor represent us in any capacity.

PAUSES

"Tanlac did so much for me that 1
fuel it my duty to tt'11 others about
this medicine," said C. M. Rhamey, a
professional nurse living at the Hotel
George, on Sixth etrcect, San Francisco, Cal., recently. Mr. Rhamey has
been nursing patients in the hospitals
for the past eight years.
"Last February," he continued,
"owing to an accident in which my
leg was broken and I was confined to
my bed for several weeks. I lost my
appetite and could hardly eat anything to nourish 'me, consequently I
lost weight I took several different
kinds of tonics, hoping they would
help build me up but they did me no
good.
"One morning I read a statement
of a lady in Los Angeles who said she
had gotten such wonderfrl benefits
from taking Tanlac that I decided to
try it myself. By the time I had
finished half of my first bottle my
appetite returned and I felt hungry
for the first time in weeks. From then
on I started right in to pick up and
my appetite got better and I slept
better at nights. 1 have already
gained eleven pounds and am feeling
just fine; even my doctor has re
marked how much better I am looking. I would never allow my name
to be used in connection with a medicine before, but I have had such excellent results from using Tanlac that
I take great pleasure in recommending it to anyone needing a medicine
to build up the system."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mean
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
A PooL
(Advertisement.)

on Every
Bottle

The Kansas Blackleg Serum Co.
Amarillo, Texas; Denver, Colorado; El Paso, Texas

Ft. Worth, Texas; Kansas City, Missouri; Pheonix,
Arizona; Pierre, South Dakota; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Salt Lake City, Utah; Santa Maria, California; Wichita, Kansas.

Build It Now!
That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustl-

An ordinance making appropriation
for the purpose of defraying all
current expenses and liabilities of
the city of Clovis, New Mexico, for
the Fiscal Year ending Juno 30th,
1920.
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City
Council of the City of Clovis, New
Mexico.
Section 1. That there bo and is
hereby appropriated for. the purpose
of defraying all current expenses and
liabilities of the City of Clevis, New
Mexico, for the fiscal year ending
June 30th, 11)20, the sums and
amounts hereinafter designated, nu
merated and appropriated to be respectfully for the objects and purposes hereinafter set forth and desig
nated,
Interest on bonded indebtedness,
$12,000.00.
Sinking fund, $6,250.00.
General, Miscellaneous and Con
tingent purposes, including ' streets
and alleys, upkeep and improvements,
fire and health departr .it; 5 Mills.
Section 2.
That .'Js ordinance
in full force
shall take effect and
and effect from and after its passage
approval and publication as required
by law.
Passed and approved this ltth day
of September, 1919.
Signed:
LESTER STONE,
Mayor.
(Seal)
ROY McMILLEN,
Attest:
C'ty Clerk.
Published ns an ordinance in the
Clovii News the 18th day of Septem
ber, A. D. 1919.

WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.
h

Clovis. New Mexico

2.'J.
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Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

j

Rapp Monument Co.

206 West Grand Ave

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

.Ready

NOTICE OF SUIT

To S erve You!
We have plenty of money to take care of all
good farm loans and can give you the same quick
service that has made our company popular with

the public.
Write or call on us when you need money.

UNION MORTGAGE
COMPANY
MAIN STREET

éi

You Can Begin Earne
ing That
Savings Bank
Now

IK"

Hand-Gre-nad-

Boys and Girls may obtain one of
earning and saving m
money and buying at least one War m
Savings Stamp.

"these War Relics by

Adults may obtain one of these Souvenirs by saving and buying three or
more War Savings Stamps.
SAVINGS STAMPS
BOUGHT WILL NOT BE
GETTING
COUNTED TOWARD
THE GRENADE -O- NLY THOSE
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS BOUGHT
FROM NOW ON.
WAR

In the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
C. A. Schcurlch, riaintilT.
vs.
No. IS 18.
W. P. Hart, J S. Hart and Mnry F
Hart, his wife, and nil unknown
clnimants under them and all un
known adverse claimants, Defendants.
The State of New Mexico to the above
Defendants:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that a suit has been filed
against you in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, in which
C. A. Scheurlch is plaintiff and yourselves are defendants in cause number
1518 on the Civil Docket of said
court.
You are further notified that the
general objects of said action are to
quiet and perfect the title of the
plaintiff in and to Lot Nine in Block
Twenty-fiv- e
in the Original Townsitc
of Clovis, Curry County, New Mexico, and to remove a vendors lien
therefrom and to bar you and each
of you from any adverse claim therein against the plaintiff, and that unless you appear or plead in said cause
on or before the 24th day of October,
1919, judgment by default will be
rendered against you, and that the
attorney for the plaintiff is A. W.
whose business address
ii Clovis, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal of
saifl court at Clovis, New Mexico, thir
4th day of September, 1919.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
1
4 1
County Clerk.
Hoel-onhul-

CLOVIS, N. M.
J
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AL-READ-
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These Unique "WEAPONS OF PEACE" Will
Soon be Ready for Distribution. Those Who Earn
Them FIRST Will Get Them. THE NUMBER IS
LIMITED. For Information call at

First National
Bank

ORDINANCE NO. 127

ing days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.

Telephone

P

THUG.

CAINS ELEVEN POUNDS AND IS
FEELING FINE SINCE TAKING
TAN LAC.

There is only one Genuine O. M. Franklin Blackleg
Aggrcssin (commonly culled Vaccine).
Uewarc of Imitiatioiis. You cannot afford to have
anyone experiment on your animals.
If you have failed with initiations of tho Genuine
product, you have only yourself to blame.
Accurate use of the Genuine 0. M. Franklin Blackleg Vaccine positively protects against Blackleg.
Be absolutely safe by using the Original and Genuine, manufactured by the Kansas Blackleg Serum
Company, under the direct supervision of Dr. 0. M.
Franklin, the originator.
Livestock is worth too much to experiment on.
There is urgent need for saving every animal from
unnecessary loss.

Seal

1

Vac-- ,

Do Not Be Deceived

This

THURSDAY, SEPT. 18, 19197

Clovis New Mexico

Capital $100,000.00

(

Fh at published August 28, 1919.)
NOTICE

In ths Probate Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of William S. Cavendcr, deceased. No. 259.
Notice is hereby given that Eva M.
Cavender was appointed administratrix of the estate of William S. Cavender, deceased, on the 23rd day of
August 1919, by the Probate Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, and that
she has duly qualified by taking the
oath of office and giving bond as required by law and all persons having
claims against the estato of said decedent are required to present the
same within the time prescribed by
law.
Dated this 23rd day of August,
1919.
EVA M. CAVENDER,
Administratrix.
YOUR WIFE CAN USE IT

If you are away from home and
one of your horses takes the colic
your,wife can treat him if she has
Karris' Colic Remedy in the house.
It is' easy to use. Just drop it on the
horse's tongue and in thirty minutes
he Is relieved. Get it to day. You
may need it tomorrow. Sold by A.
B. Austin & Company.

9o

o
O
D

a
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Have redeemed contract which has
kept me out of the auction business
since last October.
your business.
Rill appreciate
Phone me at my expense.
Yours for the high dollar in a legit
imate way.
. ERLE E. FORBES.

1
PHONE No. 450

J. A. KISER
All

B. Westerfield

Physician and Surgeon.

DO IT NOW!

Office over Sun.sulue

Fhone

Office

Let Us Fill That

231.

Shop

Residence 209

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Coal Bin With

OSTEOPATH
Treats all disease, both acute and

Good Old

Office

chronic.

Tilt

New

In

building ou corner north of Fire
(station
and east of Lyceum
theatre.
Office phone 333. Residence 390.
Clovis, New Mexico.

ROCKVALE
Lump Coal
EJ

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
Oteró Street.

200 West
Phone 45.

Kemp Lumber

ClovU. N. w.

Company
Service

Quality

Saticfaction

J. FOSTER

SCOTT,

Jr.

MD.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
attention Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Office Over Sunshine Stoop.
Res. Phone 18
Office Phone 46;
Special

Try

o

J.

Dr

This
On Your
Eczema

X

DR. C. O. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR

-

If you are afflicted

with

sweet,

oint-

113 South Main St.
PHONB

Salt Rheum, Tetter, dry
Eczema Acne or Pimples, buy a jar of that
odorless

ment Dry Zenzal. For
the watery eruptions
the only sure treatment
is the soothing, healing
Moist Zenzal, 75c the

101

dr c. l. McClelland

Physician and Surgeon
Residence 202 North Gidding
Office over Pierce Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.

jar.

kinds of Hauling:
Drayage and Transfer

Mears Pharmacy

Wagon at Mandall's Corner

Of Course

CLOVIS, N. M.
Subscribe for The News.

DR.

L. M, BIGGS

Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 331
Clovis, New Meaico
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THE STORE THEY TALK ABOUT

us

The Film of Fashion
In Our Big Showing of Ladies' SUITS and DRESSES
THE NEW STYLE SUITS

(if

Styldmn recognizes such a wide variation of new style
effects, varinp from fitted to loose belted and lengths from
linter tips to knee length, then the new Kipplc effect is
mother of Autumn's latest style trend, every typo of figure has a selection of suitable models, which aro all the
more attractive with the new novel way of trimmings,
whether it be Fur, liuttons or lira id triminod.
Just this week more new and stunning styles in Suits
have been received. AVe invito you to see them. Suits in
Tricot ines, Serges, Velours, Broadcloths, and Silvertones.

:
1

jr.- -

.
Si..

4

...

:

ELSI

$35, $39.50, $45, $49.50, $55

f..f.-.i

Others as low at

.fLM.OO

and up to $70.00.

'IM

The Newly Designed Dresses
The straight line familiar model, is very much in evidence in these new Autumn dresses, however, the simple
straight line cut is contrasted by a riot of embroidered,
braided and button novelties in trimmings. Then the coat
suit dress and blouse effect como in for their share of popularity with their new vestee effects, usually done in brocaded silks or triccikttc. In the score of models wo are
showing, there is a style for every figure.
Dresses at

BEAUTIFUL

ELSIE FERGUSON
IN

"A Society Exile"

$19.50, $22.50, $25, $29.50, $35
Others as low as

Adopted From thje Celebrated Play

"We Can't Be As Bad As All That"

Cms

Lies! Jealousy!
The Crack of a Pistol

$1.".(K)

and up to

.fíió.OO.

Fashionette Hair Nets
FOR WOMEN WHO CARE
i

9t

odors and the new shapes now being shown

in thel'ainoiis Fashionette

the world luid sumiller ''sensation." The huv closing
in. In the shsidows a lilihtcd home. And she lliere
shrinking, afraid to speak innocent.
iiid

Friends, lioine, lunior fell away. Only love remained.
Then in loves own way but you should see Klsie Fur:;ii-soin "A Society Kxile," and you will marvel at this new
revelation of her supreme if Is as an actress.
The charm of English Countrysides, the rich color and
beauty of Venice scene after scene that will thrill you
with its mafiiiilicieiit splendor or
you wilh its emo-

All
r.

The perfect
v

j

- v rm m

edges.

Hair Nets for women.
net of real hair, without the elastic

t1

The price Two 25 cents.

n

gi-i-

tional power.

ALSO SHOWING

Mutt and Jeff Comedy Cartoon
Mrs. Sidney Drew

Two-Re-

Comedy

el

AT THE

Atitu painting.

Hcrt

Curie.

I'lioiie

Auto painting,

Curie.

(i. P. Kuykendall has been quite
I'lione
tf. sick this week on account of having
his tonsils removed.
H. E. Baker returned the first of
Olivor C. Siki-- him acctptt'd a
with tlie First Nutioiiitl Bunk.
the week from a business trip to DenThe big rain this week hnv mruin
ver.
demonstrated the need of more side
Dr. L. M. BÍRRS, Veterinary
walks and more crossings in Clovis.
C. C. Buker returned the first of
Phone 331.
the week from a business trip to
The Judge Advocate has handed
Let us ihow you our display of points in Colorado.
down a decision that no more army
Stoves, Ranges and Heaters.
trucks will be turned over to the high
We have in stock now McCormick way commissions of the different
Corn Binders and Deering Twine.
states. D. W. Jones. District Hih.
i
II, 'uTT
way Engineer, says he has alrcariv
l"T1T-u'JI2
been allotted several more, but does
not know whether or not this
Mrs. J. H. Barry left the first of the
will affect his allotment.
week for Tennemee to visit her
Attorney Harry L. Patton made a
mother who is sick.
business trip to Albuquerque
and
I am prepared to make most any Santa Fe the latter part of Inst week.
Dr. H. R.
examination except
We offer for sale all or any part:
Gibson.
Wanted to Buy Secondhand furn Par Value $1.
If c
iture and stoves. Call 203. R. M. 250 shares Lucky
2, at
$2.00
We have just unloiidid a car of Bishop.
(Drilling, adjoining 2500 barrel
McCormick Hinders dnd Dccring
gusher in Burkburnctt field t.
H. W. Cooper of Clinton. Okla.. is 300
Twine. See us if in need of either.
shares Ranger-Ciscat
I 75
here for a visit at the home of his
(Drilling).
son, S. R. Cooper, on North Sheldon nr.O shares Creightnn
Oil Co.. .$1.00
Street.
(Owns 7,0(15 actvs well located
Texas Oil Land, 10 acres of which
Mr. Farme., you are likely to be
are offset to recent 3500 barrel
W. H. Stout and fumily returned planning to have a public sale this
gusher in Burkburnctt field where
this week from an automobile trip to fall. If so, let the News print your
they guaranteed to drill two wells).
Wheeler, Texas. They report having salo bills. We will give you prompt 1500 shares Texas Crude Oil A
service.
had a most enjoyable outing.
tf Refining, at
$1.00
(Producing and drilling wells).
Phone Barry Hardware Co. Phone 750 shares Beaver Valley
We sell better pianos for less
at.. $1.15
money. Expert tuning, repairing and 72, for your Electric Lights. Better
(Producing and drilling wells).
1000 shares Gladstone Oil A Reaction regulating done on short no- lights and better service.
tice. Phone 262. D. N. Croft.
fining Co
$1.25
'(Producing and drilling wells).
Clem Baker of Little Rock, Ark
25 shares lVk-LonOil Co. at $1.00
is here for a visit at the home of his
(Drilling Burkburnctt field).
Par Value $10.
father and also his brothers, H. E.
How about that Fordson tractor 40 shares Pittsburg-Texa- s
and C. C. Baker.
Oil
you arc going to buy to do the Fall "Co., at
$10.00
(3 wells contracted, first well down
Stove Pipe, Coal Hods and Damp- plowing with? The rain has come,
over 700 feet),
ers. Phone us your Hardware wants now do not lose any time by not being
able to get your wheat sowed. Buy 15 shares Peerless Petroleum $17.50
Phone 72.
a Ford.son tractor and be assured b
(Producing and drilling wells).
niieut crop by being able to get your 35 shares Duko Dome Oil & Recrops in eurly. We can deliver you
ining, at
$10.00
a Fordaon tractor at once, also two
(Well on sand, drilling ncur 4,000
mid three disc plows for tractor pow
barrel gusher, and have 58 leases
er. Call at our display rooms and on 680 acres in Ranger and Desde-mon- a
Dr. L. M. Biggs, Veterinary
look over the Fordson tractor. Jones
Phone 33)..
fields).
& Lindley, operating Highway Gar
Write or wire for reservation or
A. W. Johnson and son, Lionel, left age. Authorized agents for Ford information.
morning for Abilene, Cars, Trucks and Fordson Tractors.
Wednesday
"Send us your buying and selling
where Lionel will attend school this
orders for Texas Oil Stocks."
year. Mr. Johnson will be gone only
References:
F. A M. National
A twenty-fiv- e
werd ad in the News' Bank, any Mercantile Agency or busia few days.
Want Column only costs you a quor ness house in Fort Worth, Texas.
W. M. Ford, formerly assistant ter. If you have a home, a farm, a
WITTE BROTHERS
cashier of the Texas State Bank at cow, a horse or anything else to sell
Licntd Brokart
Farwcll, has accepted a position at you will find that this column will 410 Burton Bldg.
P. O. Box 237.
bring results. Try it.
the First National Bank.
Port Worth, Toxas
2

!54.

It

licit

254.

i

-

OIL STOCKS!

o

SATURDAY NIGHT
SEPTEMBER 20th

BETTER COME EARLY

g

I treat all diseases and disorders
of women. Dr. II. R. Gibson. 731tfs

PERSONAL MENTION
Auto

pit lutintc.

Tert

CurleHS.

254.
E. P.

at

Rodáis

is spendinir

oil

I'licme

locution
tf j at News Office.

month

Barler and Perfection Oil Heaters.

Rev. II. B. Oxford of Melrose was
Clovls visitor Wednesduy.

Mill Eula Mattingly, sister of Mrs.
E. L. Manson, has returned from;
Wichita, Kansas, where she has been j
attending business college and will
Again be with the Clovii Newi.

J

ltliinks for sale

Round Ouk Heaters and Rundes.

Roy Kyle, who has been quite sick
of slow fever, is niu.ch improved.

Groom, Texas,
Dr. L. M. BÍKKS, Veterinary
Phone 331.

a

I'luti-- r

Mrs. E. E. Hull and daughter, Miss
Anne, returned this week from a visit in California.

I

Slaughter Murry returned last
week from a visit to points in central
west Texas.

For Rent 320 acres finest row
crop farm in the county, crop failure
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hilvers motored unknown, good seven room house,
to Nazareth, Texas, Saturday, return- - deep well with water piped to house,
ing Sunday. They were accompanied numerous outbuildings, 200 acres unhome by Mrs. Hilver't parents, who der cultivation, 6 miles north of St.
will visit here ior a while.
Vrain. Write E. W. Bowyer, Clovis

THE CLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY, SEPT. 18, 1919.
Leland Chapman will leave toon

for Pampa, Texas, where he hai acdrug firm.
cepted a position with
He expects to be there only
lew

Moss & White

CLASSIFIED

months before going to Wichita, Kan
sas, to work for the same firm.
John B. Maxwell, formerly of this
place, but now of Clovis, was here
this week. He says that he makes
from eight to nine dollars per day
at carpenter work

Cash Buyers of all Kinds of

there.-J-Portal-

Journal.

PRODUCE and HIDES

Mr. and Mrs. Frank

:

ADS

:

RATE
,

le Per Wert Per Issue

For Rent Unfurnished
See R. M. Mishop.
Wanted to Buy

Hecox, who

rcoms.

Secondhand furn-

for the past three weeks have been iture and stoves. Call 203. R. M.
visiting at tho home of her mother, Bishop.
Mrs. H. D. Appleman, returned
Wanted 1 lady waitress, not nec
Thurnday morning to their home at
essarily an expert but willing and
Wayland, Mo.
apt. One lady cook to manage kltch
en. Will give $75.00 per month for

We Pay Cash for Cream
and Test It Here

Roy McMillen will leave this week
He will be
joined by Mrs. McMillen, who is visit
ing at Albuquerque.
Mr. McMillen
says he expects to be in Pueblo in
time to hear the president speak
there.

for a visit in Colorado.

1st door south of Clovis Steam
Laundry on South Main Street

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my ryany Clovis
friends for their kindness and words
of sympathy on account of the death
or my husband.
I appreciate very
much the thoue;hlfulness of those who
sent the beautiful ilorul tributes.
Mrs. W. Wismiller.

WE ARE HERE TO STAY

PHONE 84
Howard Dennis will leave the hitter j The News has a boy's blue cout that
part of this week for Chicugo to re- - was brought to this office in answer
enter medical college for the full and to "Lost Ad" recently inserted. The
owner will please cull for same.
winter term
.

a

T. F, Dluckmore is spending a few
Mrs. II.
Self and daughters left
days
here this week. Mr. Bluckmorr
Monday morning for their home at
Canadian, Texas, after a several days is now making his home at Artesiu,
visit at the home of her parents. Mr. where he has an abstract business.
and Mrs. J. C. Floyd.
Hallum Shepard, son of J. H. Shep-arhas returned from Minerul Wells
I will soon start my Ralvigh wagon
and will be here this winter. Ha'lum
be
will
on the road at all times
and
says he does not like Mineral Wells
with a full line ' f goods. R. F(. Sncl-linas well as New Mexico.
218 North Connelly St., Phone
J73.
Player piano at a hargain. If you
want to save $200.00 on a player
W. B. Oldham has resigned his
piano this is your chance. We have
ns cashier of the First National a player piano at Clovis of the highest
ank of this place and will devote hit; grade and beautifully cased. Must
lime to his loan business and other be sold rather than rcship and pay
r. 'itters that deffland more attention storage. Write for particulars today.
Mian he could give it while engaged The Chis K. Wells Music Co., Factory
pi the hanking
business. Portales Distributor, 1IÍ2I-2California Str.,
Denver Colorado.
li.nriiiil.
pos-ilio- n

l

cook, with nice room. A good posi
tion for mother and daughter. City
Cafe, Hereford, Texas.

For Sule Lots 4, 5 and 6 in block
2, Wes I.uwn addition to Clovis. Ad
w
dress communications to box 1, Tex-koELSIE FERGUSON IN
N. M.

woman whose death was laid at her
"A SOCIETY EXILE" 'dear. And when ho found out a
scene you won't forget; hut no
For Sale One French Burr Mill.
Because she scorned a scoundrel, stronger than many others, before
See or write W. C. Fallwell, Here
he vowed to ruin her life. Scandal, and after, in this mighty drama of a
ford, Texas.
disgrace, even murder were heaped good woman whom the world had
'
Apples for Sule By box or car on her head,
anil at last she was scorned. Also presenting a Mrs. SidOrders promptly filled. Call on or ad driven from England ns a moral leper. ney Drew Comedy. At the Lyceum
dress J. J. Reck, 3 miles northeast of But under another name, in Venice, Theatre, Saturday night, September
Roawcll.
she met and loved the brother of the, 20th. Better come early.
'

Good Farm for Sale 500 acres
FOOD SALE SATURDAY, SEPT. 20 ! deeded land, C miles north of Por
tales, 12 miles south of Clovis, near
The Catholic ladies will have a food public highway, well improved, good
sale ut Barry Hardware Company five room house, 2 wells, one wind
Saturday.
Most all kinds of cooked mill, nice irrigated garden, 80 acres
foods will be offered for sule and in cultivation, near school and church.
the patronage of the public is so- Price $12.50 per acre. Would con
sider trade for property near Clovis.
licited.
The ladies will continue to give T. S. Gaines, Portales, N. M.
these sales on the 3rd Saturday of
Wanted A family to head maize
each month.
and kaffir corn by day or acre. All
the heading you want to do. From 75
PIANO BARGAIN
to 150 acres. V. Tate, northwest of
EXTRAORDINARY
Clovis.

If you have ever wished to own a
high grade piano at a bargain price
this is your chance. We have one of
the highest grade pianos stored near
Clovis.
It must be sold even if we
have to make a big sacrifice, which
wo are willing to do rather than to
pay storage. It's a chance of a life
time if you want to get a real burgain. Write us toduy before someone
gets ahead of you.
The Chas E. Wells Music Co.,
Factory Distributors,
1024-2California Str.,
Denver Colorado.

,

For Sale Two good automobiles,
one touring car and delivery car. F.
M. Murphy Ht Tostoffice.

For Rent 320 acres finest row
Wanted Two hands to do farm
work. Will pay top price. Apply to crop farm in the county, crop failure
unknown, good seven room house,
Buker Bros. Agency.
deep well with water piped to house,
Found Who is the owner of a gold numerous outbuildings, 200 acres unwatch found on the highway between der cultivation, 5 miles north of St.
Clovis and Melrose, north of Havener, Vrain. Write E. W. Bowyer, Clovis
N. M., by J. A. McCormick?
Wanted to Buy A good buggy.
for Sale One large
Rev. S. E. Thompson at Brethren
house and four lots side by side, all
corner Monroe and Thorneast fronts, all fenced with woven ton.
wire, with barn, coal house holding
Strayed Old bay horse, rope
five tons, good cistern holding five
barrels of water. On West Monroe around neck. James Madison Halt,
Avenue. Cash or on time to suit the d)T
y ainoff
buyer. In calling distance of railroad
Automobile
Overland
For Sule
shops. P. H. Unruh.
for $350. In good repair. Will
trade. Enquire at Klein's Grocery 2t
For Sule A good
twin,
Motorcycle, 1817 model,
For Rent Nice large room. Can be
good as lew, $250. F. M. Murphy,
used for light housekeeping. Mrs. W.
at Postoffice.
E. Mott, 217 North Pile Stree.
My son, l'lalia Herrera, recently
Car Drivers Take Notice Take a
left home. Any information as to his
spin to Portales and buy your strawwhereabouts will be greatly appreciatberries, tomatoes, cantaloupes, wate'
ed by his father. Crescendo Herrera,
melons, ftuit and all kinds of veget
Clovis. X. M.
ables fresh from the vine, from Allen
mile southeast of thif
For Sule Rabbits. Inquire 21.r N. Sanders,
depot.
Lane.' Phone 428.
two-roo-

Hurley-Davidso-

100 acre farm, 2
miles from
Clovis for rent. 70 acres row crop
on place for rale to renter. Apply to
2

Jas.

M. Bickley.

For Sah

2tc

shares Clovis Mill
stock, or will trade
for html or city property. Trice
$95.00 a share. Uaniey & Wilkin
son.
&

Elevator

ISO

Co.

Par-sonu-

n

4

Phone No. 07 for job printing.

3
Ft

At the Home of Good Clothes are Ready For Your Viewing
In the Ladies' Department

In the Department for Men and Boys

Wo arc showing siu'h hcauliful materials as Volouro
laino, Tricot hie, Trieolette, Silvertone and the ever popular Serges, in a wonderful variety of models.
Fashion is lavish this season; in the latitudes allowed in
cojorings. The hrowns, from Madeira to the red tinged
tone known as Faisán; and the varied ltlues Versailles,
Delft and Dragonfly, divide favor.
In holh suits and dresses we are showing plain tailored,
hraided in id hultou trimmed models for those who prefer
simplicity generously fur trimmed models for those who
are inclined to the elahorate. '

We are featuring this week three suits from the house of
Kirschbaum

A Most Complete Line
of line materials in the piece both silks and woolens in all
ihe newest weaves and colors. Just what you will want
for the frocks you are planning to make at home.

FURS

A Novelty cloth, single breasted, form fitting model;
waist seam and belt, diagonal slashed pockets, bell cuffs
and peaked lapels. Predominating color (Ireen.
The Beltour- -A nifty form fitting model in brown. Single breast,
peaked lapels, bell ruffs, belt to be worn either over or
under lout front. High waisted effect, deep center vent.

The Wall Stree- t-

BLACK GLAZED KID BOOTS
and French heels.
BROWN KID BOOTS
long vamps.

If It's New We Have It
,

,1.

High tops, long vamps

High tops, full leather heels and

I

A beautiful unfinished worsted in Navy. Conservative
three button, single breast model suitable
for almost any occasion. Nobby enough for the "young-folio- "
and correct for the business man.
semi-fitte-

d,

BOYS' SUITS
A complete line of suits for the growing boy showing
most of the approved colors, materials and styles for Fall
'
,
and Winter.

THE NEWEST FALL FOOTWEAR

n

y

The Cruiser

FURS

Fashion has favored "Milady" with an almost endless
Miriety of fur pieces this season and we have secured an
unusually good collection of designs and furs which are
now on display at very modest prices.

IS

.

OXFORDS
Fall wear.

R

In both brown and black, correct for early

ENGLISH BOOTS IN CORDOVAN AND BLACK. FOR
MEN. Club last in both Tan and Black Vici.

Buster Brown School Slioes for Boys and Girls.

W. I. LUECART & CO.

If It's New

We Have It

'
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Commission of
New Mexico.
Certificate of Comuriun
United States of America, Stat.' of

State Corporation

Corn Binders for immediate
Delivery
Wagons in all Sizes
Van Brunt Drills
Disc Harrows

I

New Mexico, ss.
It is Hereby Certified, that .the an-- j
nexed is a full, true and comnletc

-

..-

.
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Certificate of Incorporation of
COMPANY,
(No Stocküolder Liability)
(No. 10060)
with the ciuloi'joiiu'iits t'lereo:.. us
samo appears on file und of recoi in
Tía
the office of the State Corporation
Commission.
in ie.itunony Whereof, the Slate
Corporation Commission of tho Slate
of New Mexico has caused this cerIf you want to know what rare and
tificate to be signed by its Chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to
enjoyment Camels provide
unusual
be affixed at the City of Sunta Fe on
smoke them in comparison with any
this 19th (luy of, August, A. D. HUD.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
cigarette in the world at any price!
(Seal)
Chairman.
11
Attest: A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
i,ií!i!;;,i:
Article of Incorporation of
are a cigarette revelation any
Company. (No Stockholconsider theml Take quality,
der' Liability.)
State of New Mexico, County of Currefreshing flavor and fragrance; or, that
or
ry, ss.
wonderful mellow-mil- d
smoothness you
Know All Men By These Presents:
That we, A. J. Rodes, C. W. Brad-lenever before got in a cigarette smoke! Yet
and W. P. Bradley, citizens and
Camels are so
and so
residents of the United States and of
the Statu of New Mexico, having uniyou marvel that so much deted ourselves together for the pur;"se
light could be put into a cigarettel
Smohon realize
m
of forming a corporation under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of
that th valut it in
Camels expert blend of choice Turkish
New Mexico, do hereby decían- us
I (A cigartttti and do
follows:
and choice Domestic tobaccos makes them
not expect pnmiunu M
1.
That the name of the corporaso irresistibly appetizing! And, the blend
or coupon
tion shall be
Company;
no
liability.
explains why it is possible for you to smoke
. 2.
That the location of its prinCamels liberally without tiring your tastel
cipal office in the State of New Mexico, shall be at Clovis, Curry County.
You will
Camels to
kind
State of New Mexico, and the minie
tobacco
smoked
straight!
of the agent therein and in charge'
thereof, upon whom process against
You'll realize pretty quick, too, that
the corporation may be served is
Cama) are loM mvérywhero
A. J. Rodea, Clovis, New Mexico.
among
the many reasons you smoke Camels
in ociontilicolly aaaJad pick'
J. Ihe corporation is formed for
atfaa of 30 eifarottoo: or ton
is
freedom from any unpleasant ciga-rett- y
their
the following purposea and objects,
pacaat'aa (100 cJarefraa) in
tfaiaiM.paparcovaradcartofl.
To do a general wholesale
or unpleasant cigarettyodor I
aftertaste
t'l
Wo otronily neommmntS into
and retail mercantile
business, to
earfon (or tho homo or offia
ouy ana sell ury goods, groceries,
Once
Camels you
know
r!
oupply 01 whon rot troroi
millinery, notions, boots
take much stock in premiums, coupons
hats and caps, ladies' and gentleman's
underwear and N furnishing goods,
gifts! You 7
Camel quality!
clothing and
'
of all
kinds, fruits, produce, vegetables,
iiiite"
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winaton-SaleN. C.
hardware,
tinware, drugs, meats,
grain, seeds, feed, furniture and mer;
:"1
-,
,.
"
".. '."', 1""!1 '."
chandise of every kind, clasa and de'AXIS,
tlj
scription; to buy, hold and own, and
'., X
í).iü
I'll;,:. Ai.ii:.'::í:
i.
sell real estate ; to execute deeds and
l'íWl'l!
jp.
-,
mortgages conveying the interest of
the Company by same; to borrow
money and execute note and mortgages to secure same: to loan nmnnv the office of the State Corporation
WIBtlAtrrS
Warning: A Santa Rita man heard
coat am
and to receive notes and mortgages l onimission.
that dropping raisins In a bottle of
lAIOIUTOinS
In
Testimony
Whereof,
the
State
securing the same; to buy, own, sell
ncur beer would give him real beer.
VifciaaaMf,
and deal in vehicles, horses, motors, Corporation Commission of the State
laaFiaaciK
i
He put in eight and the bottle explodand other conveyances and the ac- of New Mexico has caused this cerFold by
ed killing the cat and cutting hi
cessories thereof and to ODcratc mu. tificate to be signed by its Chairman
for delivering goods and other mer- and the seal of said Commission, to diuiiuts
hand.
GOAT
Naanal
chandise, to buy and sell farm pro- be affixed at tho City of Santa Ke on
Is
- ducts of all kinds; and to do any ami this l'Jth dav of August, A. D. 191U.
'Ik.
Mutilar1.
And there wouldn't be so many
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
MILK v 7"s niitrW
all things necessary to carry out the
Milk
'Seal)
Chairman.
foregoing purposes and objects.
men flirts if the women flirts didn't
:
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
4. The amount of the total auth- Attest
give them so much encouragement.
Certificate of Stockholder'
VWn mmmn complaint
orized capital stock is Twenty-livtí
alrm
.rr.
when
ih
ludy
of
Rodoj.Iirodley Company,
Thousand ($25,000.00) Dollars
!
latro.ic wtiennm anniiint
vided into Two Hundred and Kitty' (No Stockholder' Liability.)
Wit tu- C
on
if
New
State
Mexico, County of Curof
(250) shares of the par value of One
try Cnsl M.Ik villi uill ii.ir,
ry, ss.
back tu llwnl-- luhy f,M i1a.
Hundred (10u.0U) Dollars per share,
V.'e, A. J. Rodes. C. W. Bradley,
6. The name und post offieo addresses of the incorporators and the and W. K. llradh y, do hereby certify
number of shares subscribed for by and declare that there shall be no
stockholders' liability on account of
emn are as lonows:
A. J. Kodes, C'lovis, New Mexico, any stocK issued by the Uodrs-Iiraley Company; no stockholders' liahili
C. W. Bradley, Clovis. New Mex-- lly; 01 wnit'n corporation and
PunV we ftri' ,nt' incorporators.
50 shares.
We are now feeding more
" w'inoss whweof, we have
W. F. Bradley, Clovis, New Mcx-- I
unto 8et our nam'8 thl Gth (lay ot
50 shares.
people than at any tima we
U'1
All of which is fully paid up and AujfU3t'
have been in the restaurant
A. .1. Rodes
(Seal)
the aggregate thereof
Undertaker and
Fifteen
C. W. Bradlcv
(Seal)
Thousand ($15,000.00) Dollars being
business in Clovis. There la a
Embalmer
W. F. Bradley
(Seal)
fully paid up is the amount with
reason
for this. We are giving
New
of
State
Mexico,
County
Curof
which the corporation will commence
ry, ss.
business.
our patrons the vt.y best posOn this Gth day of August, 1919,
Manager Clovig Cemetery
6. The duration and life of this
sible service and plenty of good
corporation shall be for a period of before me personally appeared A. J.
Rodes, C. W. Bradley and W. F.
fifty years.
things to eat.
14
Phone
Day
Both
and
Night.
Bradley to me known to be the per7N The names and addresses
of the sons
described in and who executed
Board of Directors and officers, who
OPEN ALL NICHT
shall direct the affairs of this cor- the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged
that they executed the
poration for the first three months or
We have adopted a new poluntil their successors are elected and same as their free act and deed.
In witness whereof I have herequalified, arc:
icy of keeping our restaurant
my
unto
set
hand
and
offiaffixed
my
A. J. Rodes, Clovis, New Mexico,
cial seal on this the day and year in
open all night. Thia will give
President.
C. W. Bradley, f'iovis, New Mex- this certificate first above written.
the wheat haulers a chunce to
L. C. PETREE,
ico, v
get something to eat no matter
Notary Public.
After you eat always take
W. F. Bradley, Clovis, New Mex- (Seal)
My commission expires June 2, 1023.
ico, Secretary and 'Treasurer.
how late they aro in getting in
ENDORSED
in witness whereof, we have here- No. 10001
at night or how early they want
unto set oir hands this Gth day of
Cor. Ree'd Vol. fl, Page HHO
August, 1!)11).
) (Tor your
to get out in the morning.
acidstomaoq
of
of StockA. J. Rodes
(Seal) Certificate
holders of
Instantly
relieves
C. W. Bradley
Hnartburn,
)
Seal
COMPANY
Feeling. Stops food souring,
W. F. Bradley
Seal)
(No Stockholders' Liability)
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
State of New Mexico, Countv uf Cur- Aids
in
and appetite, Kcr pa atiitnaeh
Filed
diBattiofl
the
office
of State Corporary, ss.
Mini strung--. Incruanaa Vitality and t'up,
tion Commission of New Mexico
On this Gth day of Angu.-i- .
1919,
E
ATONtCIa Ihatwal remedy. Tuna it
Aug 1!), 1019, :.')() A. M.
before mo personally uppean d A. J.
wunderfully tptivMril. Only coataa rent
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
ertwt, day tu iiimíi. Positively gunruntiwd
Rodes, C. W. Bradley and W. F.
to pirana or ivii will rfuad mutiny, ijut e big
Bradley to me known to be the per- Compared JJO to Mi'M.
box Unlaw. V hi will ato,
Open All Night
sons described in and who executed
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
the foregoing instrument, and ac- ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Clovis, N. M.
knowledged that they executed the
same as their free act and deed.
STATE
NKW
OF
MEXICO
In witness whereof I have hereCommission cf
unto set my hand and affixed my offi- State Corporation
New Mexico.
cial seal on this the day and year in
Certificate of Kilinf
this certificate first above written. United States
of America, Str-tof
L. C. PETRKK,
New Mexico, ss.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires Junc2. 1923. waaIt is hereby certified, that there
filed for record in the office of
ENDORSED
the State Corporation Commission of
No. 100G0.
the State of New Mexico, on the
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page GhO.
Nineteenth day of August, A. D.
Certificate of Incorporation of
1919, at 9:30 o'clock A. M.,
RODES- - BRADLEY COMPANY
Certificate of Incorporation and CerNo Stockholders' Liability
tificate of Stockholder'
Filed in office of State Corporation
of
Commission of New Mexico Aun.
COMPANY
19,1919,9:30 A.M.
The Clovis Feed Store now has a complete
(No Stockholder'
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk
The
Incorporators
Compared J.J. 0. to M. P. M.
supply of groncries. We will be pleased to have
named in snid Certificate of Incorporation, and who have signed the
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION same, and their successors and asyour grocery business, and by trading with us
signs, are hereby declared to be from
STATE OF NEW MEXK i)
date until the Nineteenth day of
you can save money. We have a phone, No. 418,
State Corporation Commission of this
August, Nineteen Hundred and
New Mexico.
a corporation by the name
Certificate of Comparison
and deliver to any part of the city.
for the purposes set forth in said
United States of America, State of and
certificate.
New Mexico, ss.
(Nos.
It is Hereby Certified, that the anIn Testimony Whereof, the State
nexed is a full, true and complete Corporation
Commission of the State
transcript of the
of New Mexico has caused this cerCertificate of Stockholder
tificate to be signed by its Chairman
of
and the seal of said Commission, to
COMPANY
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe on
(No Stockholder' Liability)
thia 19th day of August, A. D. 1P19.
(No. 10061)
HUÓII H. WILLIAMS.
with the endorsements thereon, an
Attest! A. L. MORRISON. Clerk.
same appears on file and of record In'Attsct:
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
RCDES-BRADLE-
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Skarda Hardware Go,
Successors to W. Wlsmiller
A.
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full-bodi- ed
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V. SKARDA

S. SKARDA
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YOUR LAUNDRY TROUBLES

I

prefer

of

either

t:

Why

worry

alraut

your

laundry

i,

,

when by calling for 48 our man will

ready-to-we-

call for your toiled clothing and it
will

be returned

promptly, nice and

you

it
'

lit''

won't

or

prefer

ar

i,i

I'll
'I

n

;i Ai.ifcr-l-

dean.

n

'"Ml

'J-

niother-in-Iaw'-

Steam Laundry

Glovis

s

ví-

y

e

di--

:

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.;

Embalmers and Funeral Directors

i:;,--

,

Real Service!

-'

d

C.

V. Steed

t:

LADY ASSISTANT

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phont 235

Day Phon 21 1
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Wedding Gifts

HSR

'ATONIC

For generation
jewelry ha been
accepted a the most tuitabla wedding
gift, for it carrie with it the proper

tentiment that a gift of thi

kind

hould.
We are alway glad to
offer uggettiont.

Denhof Jewelry Company
Jeweler

fnd Optician

Official Santa Fe Watch Inspector

:;iattiBteJii.i.a

y

Bloat-edCat- iy

i

RODES-BRADI.E-

i

SWL--

thnu-nn- d

Money Saved Is
Money Made

RODES-BRADLE-

Liability-Wherefor-

YOUR PUBLIC SALES

FOR SALE

The public sales are turning out
exceptionally good now and we feel
that they will all fall. We are figuring on having some of the best ones
thii fall we have ever had. We are
ready to serve you at any time and
will get you the very highest price
possible or your Btuff.
TATE & RAMEY,
Auctioneers.

I am the owner of tract 17 and 20,
in Falrview Park Addition, overlooking the city, there ia about 18 acres

The quickest way for a woman to
get rid of her Ideal li to marry him.

Ogg & Boss Cafe

in the two tracts, a fine place for a
surburban home or two. I want to
sell it and will give terms to any responsible party. Write me your best
price.
C. J. TUOHY,
1205 NShartell,
OklahomiCPity, Oklahoma
Job Printing at the News Office.

e,

Sixty--

nine,

10000-1000-

Clovis Grocery

ROOES-BRADLE-

and Feed Store
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Texico-Farwe- ll
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Texico-Farwe-

To Cústomers
It has always boon our policy to help
customers save money, avoid waste and
jíct rompiólo satisfaction in the purchase of all kinds of building material.
When they tell us their plans we tell
them how to buy economically and what
to use. When their plans are indefinite,
we frequently make suggestions that
suit the need.

Our Customers Are
Friépds
because we are friends to them first, last
and all the timci' With a high quality
for u fair price guaranteed, profits take
care of themselves.

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It Costs No More To Build It Right"
Phone 15
Clovis, N. M.

ll

The

News.

,1

Way to Practice

m

Wesley Harrington hus moved into
the Knowlcs bungalow in Farwell.
Donuld Thomns returned from Ft.
Worth Friday, where he had been visiting for a few days.
J. A. Rcddcll has moved into the
Osborne house. They come from Elk
City, Oklahoma.
(0)
Mrs. Hall, formerly an assistant at
the Triplett store, received word
Satisfies the manmj
Thursday morning of the death of
keeps, the cook cheerful
her husband in Oklahoma.
W. H. McDaniel west of town was
exhibiting some fine peaches gathered
from his orchard last week. The edi
tor can testify as to their palatable
ness. Come again Mac.
Homer McCoy has moved his family
here from Cisco. Texas. Both Mr.
and Mrs. McCoy have a host of
friends who are glad to welcome their
return among us.
0. C. Snyder, the popular Bailey
County auctioneer, accompanied by
THAlfeVHYVB INVITO
Mr. and Mrs. Mayficld of Hurley was
TOUTO SXAMUW THS
a visitor in the Twin City Wednesday of last week.
Copper-Fuse-d
Boiler Iron. Chief
Round
Mrs. Fred Weseman, who has been
visiting relatives in Kansas for the
past three months, returned here last
week, owing to the continued illness
of her daughter, Mrs. G. A. Jenkins.
It has been proven many times that to get along with a
Buckling of some cars in the middle
liange is Extravagance not economy. Have
eimironiise
of a freight train enroute to Clovis,
thought
why this is so.' Food stuffs are expensive
yon
several
Thursday at Wiley, caused
very expensive. To overhake or to underhake is to waste
cars to be ditched or derailed. The
wrecker from Amarillo was brought
good money, not counting nerve energy, time and patience.
into action and the wreck soon
cleared.
The question of fuel alone, is no small item at this time.
A nice gentle shower fell in this
you will have to buy a range within a year or such a
Monday
locality all day Monday.
of time, do it now. Begin at once to make this savmatter
night a heavy rain fell all night.
ing.
The
KOUNli OAK CHIEF RANGE will give you
Tuesday it rained most of the day.
every convenience of the average high grade range and
This season has been an ideal one for
crops on the plains.
will start your savings acfive additional features.- The family of Mr. H. C. Foster left
Tt
wilLprobahly cost more in
count the day you install it.
for Eureka Springs Saturday, where
a year from now than today.
Mrs. Foster is being treated for rhcu- matism. Mr. Foster, who was kept
Visit our store and let us show you the advantages and
here on account of business, has the
of this range.
profits
sympathy of friends, and trust that
his wife will be able to regain her full
strength and health.
The Wulfman brothers received
word Friday of the death of their
father ut Cleveland, Ohio. G. A. and
wife and D. F. Wulfman left for
Huntingburg, Ind., Saturday morn
ing, where the futher was buried yestenlay. Friends of the two families
extend their sincere sympathy.
Frank Wirth arrived from Alabama
i
i. r
mi
tt
ni miner,
wim l:inursuuy.
lie, ..'.i.
:via Butiiinobile for Cleveland Friday,
Misa Irma left here on the Amurillo,
train Saturday morning. It is possible
Rev. I. N. Jott of the Clovis Chris
thut she will return here in the nem
future and resume her position with tian church will preach at the Farwell
Christian church next Sunday afterthe Syndicate as secretary.
Mrs. Aeree left for Caddo Mills noon at 3:30 o'clock on "Social ConFriday for a few days visit, ufter ditions and the Teachings of Jesus
Or
which she will go to Pittsburg, Texas, Christ." This sermon will deal with
torture an hour longer. No mat tur how
bunion
You
need
not
ufrer
for a few days and then on to her the inequalities so manifest on every
larra or painful our bunioni may be or how often or by whom treated
Incurable" here) at leaat ii convincing proof that the ra
ma pronounced
girlhood home in Rome, Georgia. Her hund and will define the Christian atnow looay.
M poetuve reiicx ior
husband, Rev. Aeree left for
titude toward these conditions. The
where he expects to remain sermon will be of value to all and ell
until he can be admitted to the sani- are invited. This is at an hour that
Is Guaranteed lo Give Instant Relief
tarium at El Paso. It is hoped by his all can attend, and all should take adMdnoaitivMlveurathamoatatuhhorn
bunion. Yen' rtaventmce and comfort ae
many friends that he will be able to vantage of this opportunity of hearmiHiF
eoon aa you apply one. The pain and Inflamatioa disappear like mame Yon
can really tijuy walkinf once mora. Ladioe can wear their natural, imall iim ahoea wfthoot dlt-- 1
regain his health. He has a strong ing this able speaker. Remember the
enmiurv-ao- n
pii
i cui noiet m your enoee ana uwoio lumnn cuuon or in wwn, wwier
e
FAIRY FOOT fe the common mm lotrfrtl remedy for buniuna. It absorba ami draw out the Inflammation,
constitution, which will do much in time and place.
and dUaolvea the eerumuleltd luyera of eartiletie which really make the bunion, thoa reducing- the enlarge
nwonng
.
ment ana
ine oaiormeti wot m tin nrniiny nrnii im,
bringing him out alright.
Last Sunday night at the close of
".S'Er.KÍS?
Get Box of FAIRYFOOT Today
our bunion mnrdy you ever trld. rrry naer Mtinftfld, You munt bo Mttarted, rlae we want you Ut rotura it
It is not generlilly known tiiat its very great successful service at
ovry
HMKimioM.
r
tiemeay
tur
i gut your motui .
T'uavea AiKiruui
Prin. A. E. White resigned the posi the Baptist church, Rev. Nix was
tion as County Attorney in favor of unanimously called as pastor of the
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG COMPANY
J. D. Reese, who has only reurtly church. When a chance for all the
Clovis, New Mexico.
relurr.id from wcv, and visited nen- people to express their wish in the
not long ago. "r. matter was given, all the house en
io r n few dn;-'Reese, not seeing his way clear 10 w- - thu8iastically arose to their feet in NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
Notice is further given that all per-cept, Mr. White was induced to con- his favor. It bespeaks the influence
who have claims against said
sons
ADMINISTRATRIX
OF
tinue the office. This is very com- that Rev. Nix has not only with his
estate are required to present the
mendable in Mr. White, voluntarily .liurch, but with the different In the Probate Court of Curry Coun same to the said administratrix withshowing this respect and honor to
churches of the town as well as those
in the time prescribed by law.
ty, New Mexico.
returned soldier.
of no church affliation. JIc has not In the matter of the estate of Frank
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
Editor Wolton Morrison of Warn' yet accepted, but will sitpply for the
J. Evans, deceased.
of said court, this the 13th day of
ikn, Okla.,iwho had been on an :i;ito-- I church for a while at least.
No. 2(S:L
mobile tour through the great South-- !
Notice is hereby given that on the September, 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
west for a month or six weeks, visited NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
12th day of September, 1919, Maude (Seal)
OF ADMINISTRATRIX AND
Clerk of
e County Clerk and
with his cousin, F. W. McKlroy a
C. Evans, whose business and
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
the Probate Court.
short" time last week. Mr. Morrison
address is Clovis, New Mexico,
is one of those editors that is not
was duly appointed administratrix of
Any married man can tell you that
afraid to call a spade a spade, and by In the Probate Court of Curry Coun the estate of Frank J. Evans, dety, State of New Mexico.
his fearlessness in civic affairs has
ceased, by the Probate Court of Cur when a wife Is wrong she is the last
been the means of material benefit In the matter of the estate of W. Wis- - ry Cunty, New Mexico, and that he one to find it out.
miller, deceased.
in cleaning up his town.
is now the duly qualified and acting
Notice is hereby given, that Letters administratrix of said estate.
The promoters of the Illinois picJob Printing at the News Office.
nic have decided to make a sort of a of Administration of the estate of
fair our of the affair next year, when W. Wismiller, deceased, were granted
the farmers of 'the vicinity may bring to the undersigned by the Probate
in all sorts of exhibits. Culinary and Court of the County of Curry, State
fancy work by the ladies will also be of New Mexico, on the 16th day of
exhibited. The organization will be September, 1919.
Take care of your car when it is new. Oil
All persons having claims against
more fully organized in plenty of
time, when men for the different ex said estate are required to present
it, grease it, keep clean, but above all take
hibits will be selected and matters same to the undersigned for allowcare of your battery.
ance at the office of Rowells & Reese
worked out in detail.
Mex
When the Texico Baptist church Attorneys at Law, Clovis, New
you follow the few simple rules of battery
heard that their quota in the big ico, within Twelve Months from and
care from the first day, your battery will not
seventy-fiv- e
million dollar driv was after the date of this notice and pub
only serve better but last longer.
$4,000.00 some thought it could not lication with necessary vouchers, or
be raised. But the church turned to they will be forever barred and pre
One of the first things you ought to do
from any benefit of said
Rev. J. F. Nix to lead them in this rludcd
1 big task. Long before the hour to be- estate; or, said claims may be filed
when you get your new car is to bring it in
gin service Sunday night many people with the Clerk of the Probate Court.
and let us tell you what these rules are. Ask
Dated this the ICth day of Sep
were in the church waiting. Every
us to register your battery at the same time
heart was touched and every soul was tcmber, 1919.
y
and get the benefit of the Willard
stirred when Rev. Nix preached
EFFIE M. WISMILLER,
Administratrix.
strong sermon. The $4,000 dollars
j
policy.
battery insurance
was raised in a few minutes and thus
AMAZON TIRES, GATES HALF SOLES
The reason why mother can tell you
the church went over the top in this
Specialty
Starter and Generator Troubles
the greatest undertaking of its entire what the baby Is saying is because the
history. Texico has the distinction baby sn't saying it.
of being the first Baptist church of
CLOVIS, N. VL'S
South Mala St.
New Mexico to put on this big drive.
PhoneNo. 97 for Job printing.
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llackleg Serum!
Someone seems to have been missin-forme- d
as to my using the O. M. Franklin Klaekleg Serum.' I am not and hayo
not boon in any way connected with this
concern. 1 am and have boon for the
pasf. two years using the l'ark, Davis
Aggressin and have used during that
time approximately 7HM) or H(KK doses
and have not had a single loss. If there
is any doubt to this statement I will furnish "the names of parties that I have
used this serum for.

i

I

Guarantecd--

Not a Cent's Charge
A

jrou-n- gnt

Alomo-gord-

FAIRYFOOT
11

Thos. W. Jones, V. S.
CLOVIS, N. M.

If you

had a large sum of

or

over-li- b

tv"i.
enft-n-

a

mon-

ey to deposit, would you select a

conservative
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Conservative, of Course

That's Us

post-oflic-

o

Your New Car
it

The

Clovis National
Bank
In point of strength, wc stand
first.

If

90-da-

Taylor Tire & Battery Co.
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laweo nation wm Da boycotted bj ail
the other members of the League and
will find Itself cut off from both business and social communication with
the rest of the world.
Hew It Will Prevent War.
It la not claimed that the League of
Nations will do away with war altoPuts It Into Plain Language Free gether. Every possible prorlslon that
Intelligence can devise will be
From Legal and Dlplomatlo human
made to aettla International disputes
Verbiage, In Response to Re- peaceably. Bat should all these measures fall and two nation! go to war,
quest.
this Is what will happen:
If both parties to the disputo have
observed the rules of tho League, the
MANY ARE CONFUSED
other nations will stand back and let
BY PRESENT DEBATE them fight It out. War under- - such
circumstances Is difficult to Imagine,
however, because before the angry naDanger That People Will Lose tions will bo allowed to fight In acSight of Basic Principles Dur- cordance with the rules of the League,
so much time must elapse that In all
ing Discussion of Complicated probability their anger will cool and
they will reach an amicable under- Details and Technicalities.
standing.
What we have to fear Is that some
(By
William H. Taft) nation will go to war In defiance of
the League, nnd every precaution has
been taken to suppress such a nation
The plun for i League of Naby the Immediate uee of the united
tions Im based (in a few Himplo
power of the other nations. If interwhich are not hard
P"'"'
national boycott failed to bring her
;ind when lifted out
In terms she would have to face a
oí i lie iiium-- s of technical discus-slocombined
army and
International
end freed from legal nnd
navy. The founders of the League hediplomatic language.
As the
lleve that the mere possibility of such
one authority hem aide to
a situation will prevent any nation
these points without parfrom violating Its ngreement.
Docs
tisan bins, ex President Taft
anyone think that Clernutny would
has been asked to put the
have begun wur five years ugo If she
OOD
league Irion Into a few plain
had known that nearly all the other
words for the benefit of millions
great powers would combine against
of Amorlcnns who desire a bether 7
Lucky Strike packter understanding of the pluu
Doing the World's Work.
but find themselves confused by
age this way tear
In addition to settling International
the debate In the United Stales
off part of the top
disputes peaceably the Leugtie of
Senate. In response to this
Nations will provide means for doing
he has written the followonly.
much of the world's work moro sysing article.
,
tematically and effectively than can
Protects the Lucky Strike
bu done now when each nation Is
cigarette a cigarette made
working only for itself. The people
Purpose of the League.
The chief purpose of the League of you know best and like best are those
of that delicious real Bur
Nations Is to keep the world in a who work with you on the same Job.
way
sume
will
be
ley tobacco. It's toasted.
It
the
with the
state of peaee. Another way of ex
pressing- - It la to SHy that the leaguo nations of the future. The more they
work together, the sooner they will
Is designed to prevent wars.
,
O
We hav,e Just finished the grentest, come to understand und like each
which Is to say the most horrible, of other.
For example, the League will estaball conflicts between nntlons.
We
have won a glorious victory. Rut that lish an Intcrnath nal organization for
victory will be wasted unless this wur the bettering of labor conditions In
lias tnnrie the nations ready to different countries, for the protection
put nslde their differences and co of women and children and the nativo
inhabitants of civilized and
operate to end war forever.
NOTICE OF SUIT
educational
assembly.
With this of our children receive no education
One of Germany's
countries.
It Is not enough, however, to promonth comes the opportunity in this beyond fourteen years of age. It is a
vide for the prevention of wars and greatest crimes has been her barba- - In
the District Court of Curry Coun- state und most other stutes to ma matter of common knowledge
thut
the settlement of disputes after they roils treatment of the helpless people
ty, New Mexico.
terialize the rcccommcndutions of the' ideals and purposes which govern in
have arisen. We must foresee causes In some of her colonies. One of the
conference.
of trouble nnd remove them before chief tasks of the League will be to T. M. Miller, I'luintilT.
life are commonly developed after
vs.
No. 151!)
they have reached an acute stage. look after peoples that are not strong
Tlv! cause of education has more, fourtien, ami we know that the inW.
P. Wuggoni-rA. J. Smith, J. I. enthusiasts the year round than perHence there must he provision for fre- enough to protect themselves,
tellectual maturity required to unquent consultations of members of the
asc Threshing Machine Compuny, haps any other general cause outside derstand
The League will appoint commls- the principles underlying
league for exchange of Information, sinus to take charge of various Inter- Incorporated, of Hacine, Wiscon- of national government itself. There! our republican form of
po"ernment
for agreement on common policies and national underuiklngs so that they
sin, Mrs. K. T. Stevens, M. Steele, luj periods when public Bent meat1 is not
developed
before
age,
tlmt
may
on,
for the gradual formation of rules of
not for the henellt
he carried
Amelia Steele, Texas State linnk, seems to drift from education. There
"The future of our American deInlernallotial law which at present are of any one nation, but for the henctit
Mollie Stevens, K. T. Stevens, V. L. are times when other problems
ami mocracy depends upon a recognition
of the whole world. Provision will be
uncertain and Incomplete.
Donaldson, Rourd of County Com- issues attric' moat of the attention. of the necessity of developing in the
The representatives of the great made for promotion of fair and equal
missioners of the County of Curry But teachi iv, parents, tax nuvers and United Stutes u system of public edufree nations which won the war have trade conditions.
nnd Unknown Claimants of inter- others have a cloie interest in bc ools!
'met at Paris and, after long consultaThese are only a few of the benefits
cation (1) which will remove illiterests in the premises adverse to the during most of the year ami this in- acy; (2) which will provide
tion, have drawn an agreement which
the world will derive from Ihe I.eaguo.
for tho
As
pluintilT, Defendants.
limn lffies nn Wf slnill ttnil tiiiirA
they believe will accomplish these
terest is growing greater us the years Americanization of every foreigner
ends. At the very least It will set In and more tasks at which tho nations To the above named defendants:
pans and as the opportunities increase who would continue to live among
motion great changes which will re can work In common and a greater
You and each of you arc hereby for more efficient educational work.
us; (.1) which will include a program
sult in unlversnl benefit to nil mannumber of opportunities to remove notified that a suit has been comAfter the two months since the of physical educution and health serkind. Tills agreement 'la called the causes which stir up Jealousies and menced and is now pending in
the Dis- association's rcccommcndations were vice, providing for every boy and girl
Covenant of the league of Nations animosities between races und peoples.
Court
trict
of
Curry
County,
Niw made tho people of this country an opportunity for normal physical
and It Is a part of the pence treaty.
Objections Answered.
Mexico, wherein T. M. Miller is the should be in a better position to realgrowth and development; (4) which
There will be no league w:th talk-- I
Of course we cannot hope to make plaintiff
and you are the defendants, ize not only the full weight of the will guarantee sufficient support
Ing about, however, unless the United
for
the grent changes such as the League said cause being numbered 1510
on rcccommcndations but they should public education to make possible a
States is
member.
The decision as of Nations will bring about without
the civil docket of the said court, nnd have hud time in which to study out
to whether the United States shall
school in which a proopposition. Fortunately the war has
thut the generul objects of said suit the whole educational plun as sug- perly trained and adequately paid
Joln rests with our Hennte. The Sena- taught us the great advantages of
tors, chosen by the people, will In the
International
teacher will teach for a minimum of
It was are to quiet title to the following de- gested.
end vote as the people desire. For
The ends of general education one hundred and eighty days in the
only by good team work that the free scribed real estate situnted in Curvv
this reason the people themselves will liberty loving
Lot ! would be served if the American peo- year; (S) which will make compulnations were ablo to County, New Mexico,
decide whether or not tho United whip Germany.
in Block 5. Lot 5 in Block 17 and Lot ple, in rural schoo' districts as well sory education to eighteen years of
Slates will Join the league. In this
The treaty which the United States 17 in Block 10, Original Town of as in city districts, would study this age, on full time
for boys and girls
question every citizen should have a Semite is debating obligates
the mem- Texico, New Mexico, and to establish statement by Mr, George D. Stroyer,
years
voice. He or she can express opinion
until
age, and on part
sixteen
of
bers of the proposed League to pro- the cluim and title of the nluintiff in president
of the Nutionul Educution time, in daylight hours, on the emeither by writing direct to Senators, tect one
another against attack from und to said
und forever bur association, which was mude two ployer's time for those who work be:by letters
to the newspapers, by
enemies outside their own boundaries
and estop all of the suid defendants months ugo in this conference,
speeches in his lodge or local union or
tween sixteen and eighteen years of
bent upon conquest. Although this
In conversation with friends,
"Millions of American boya nnd nge."
agreement (Article X of the Cove- from having or making any claim in
Methods of Maintaining Peace.
nant) Is vital to any arrangement or to suid described real estate at! girls, are being taught during n six
Since the prime object of the which seeks to prevent war, it has verse to the plaintiff. You are furlli- - months' school term by boy and girl
In the average home Mother
League of Nations Is to preserve peaci, been attacked on the ground that It er notified thut unless you appear. teachers who hnvc
less than a high
the Patience while Father
lid to reap the benefits of pence
would draw the United Slates Into plead or answer in said cause on or school education. The great majority
the
Profanity.
let us see bow the league will operate wars In vurlotis parts of the world and
before October 31st, 1919, judgment
to accomplish that purpose,
force us to send our hoys to light in of default will be taken against you
In the first place It will seek to
quarrels which (lid not concern us.
and the plaintiff will nnulv to tin
the main causes of war. lty thu
We should remember, however, Hint
formal Ion of an International court It (lie main purpose of Article X Is to court for the relief prayed for in her
The plaintiff's attorney
will créalo a means for the peaceful frighten nations tempted to wars of complaint.
1
settlement of disputes between na-- j conquest from yielding to tho tempta- is Wm. A. Gillenwater whose
lions. Then It will seek to compel the tion, by the certainty that they will be
and business address is Clovis
nations to make use of this court crushed If they begin such a war by New Mexico.
This Is nothing more nor less than an a universal boycott and a union of
Witness my hand and the seal of
application of the rules and customs forces of the world against them. If the said court this September
10th
governing private Individuals in civila big war breaks out again, the United 1919.
beized communities to the relations
States will be forced to take part In (Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
tween uatlons.
It whether we have a league of
Publishers of
County Clerk
Secondly, the League will seek to re- N'utlons or not We tried hard enough
move a great temptation to war by to keep out of the war with Germany
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
the general agreement to reduce the but found we couldn't
ABOUT SCHOOLS
size of armies and navies. This will
A little war contrnry to the League
The Oldest and Best Daily Paper in The State
halt the race for military and naval rules could be handled by the powers
(Texico-FarweAll Tho Capitol, State and National News
News)
supremacy which was Inrgely respon- close at hand. Certainly It would not
sible for the wnr Just ended. The be necessary to send American troops
The
annual conven
amount of armament any nation may to suppress an uprising In the Italkana tion of the National Education asso
EL NUEVO MEXICANO
maintain will be strictly defined. when prompt action by the armies of ciation was held two months ago. The
Spanish Weekly
Thus It will be Impossible fur one Italy or some other nearby powerful proceedings of this
convention, the
country to overwhelm Its neighbor by nation could suppress the fracas be
the debates, the prepare,
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
unexpected attack, In the way that fore American troops could eveu get discussions,
papers, the resolutions and the t'er
Kn-li- sli
Germany crushed Belgium and would started.
Weekly
crul trend of sentiment are
to
have crashed i'rnnee bail not the other
Gain for Small Loss.
Great
the cause of education if the N.il ion.il
democratic nations gone to her aid. The
One of 1 lie best, equipped Job and
We hud to mako many sncrlllces to Education association is itself
Idea Is that each country may keep
the
Bindery
Departments iu (lie Southwin the last war and we made tl.emi
en army and navy large enough to
educational leuder thut it professes
they
we
knew
willingly
were
because
west.
Our
Solicitor:
it to fulfil Its responsibilities as
and tries to be.
worth while. It will be the same In a
a member of the League, but no larger.
particular
While
this
convention
smaller degree with a League of
y
"Every Job or Book with Our
The United States, for exumple,
W83 not spectacular in any respect,
a Nations. When men rorm a business
would be expected to keep
inwhile
claims
no
und
for
special
to
one
euch
has
partnership
links
Long Distance l'lionc 28G
check on Mexico and the stnlo of
turmoil In that country would he concessions to tho views and nplnb.nl, fluence have been advanced for it,
Santa Fe, N. Mex.
taken Into consideration In deciding of the other members of the firm it is generally understood among eduthe league
When we enter
o cators and others that it was the most
bow large an army we should need.
safeguard Nations we may have to give up cor-- important conference ever held In
Important
The third
"THE COMING COUNTRY OP THE SOUTHWEST"
tain privileges, but tho losses will be! this country.
Consebuently,
which the league will set tip Is a sysits
"THE
OLDEST CITY IN THE UNITED STATES"
profits.
compared
with
the
tem of penalties. This will make an small
recommendations and suggestions arc
Tho United States will not have ro '
ontlaw of any nation or group of naand materialized the
or right U not accepted
tions which goea to war la violation sacrifico her Independence
country will not cash in on the brains
own decisions.
her
make
,hSf. - LBUj TJ1 9i
fht
and spirit and suggestions pf the
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"We

offer you the chance to

get in now.

OIL
Mighty gas wells are

roaring in beyond the
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talk-

Giant

Company.

Oil

We started

as a wildcat.

We think
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investment

in

Texas.
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acres in

the Panhandle.

We'll

Wo have

drill a deep test well.
The gas is roaring now.
The other fellows have

it. We're going deeper
after oil. Tf we get a
big gasser, a few shares
"will

enable you to buy

luxuries.

If
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f) Guaranteed by

Will Make You Rich

ing about.

IDEA!
Open your

we get oil

a few shares will make
you independent. There
is no time to delay. Get
a map and look at it.
See the norlhwestwanl

tendency through Giant
holdings from Ranger
and Imrburnett. It's 25c
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ashare. That's all. Huy
it now TODAY.
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NOTICE OF SUIT
"V

In the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
The Texas State Bank of Farwell, a
corporation of Farwell, Texas,
Plaintiff,
No. 1620
vs.
A. B. Horn and Walter Farwell, part
ners, doing business under the firm
,
name and style of Horn and
Defendants.
Patton and Hatch, a partnership doing business under such firm name
and composed of H. L. Patton and
C. A. Hatch, partners, Garnishee,
To the) defendants, A. B. Horn and
Walter Farwell, partners, doing business under the firm name and style of
Horn and Farwell, in the above suit:
You will take notice that a suit has
been filed against you and it now
pending in the District Court of the
Fifth Judicial District in and for Cur
ry County, New Mexico, in which The
Texas State Bank of Farwell, a cor
poration, of Farwell, Texas, is plain
tiff and A. B. Horn and Walter Farwell, partners doing business under
the firm name and style of Horn and
Farwell, are defendants and Patton
and Hatch, a partnership doing busi
ness under such firm name and com
posed of H. L. I'atton and C. A
Hatch, partners, is garnishee, and
numbered 1520 on the docket of said
Court.
You arc further notified that th
general objects of said suit are as fol

Bedroom Suits
To Suit All

Far-well-

A tastily furnished bedroom is always sure to win favorable comment.

attractive furniture need not

And

nec-

essarily be expensive either.

Beds, Chiffoniers, Dressers
and Dressing Tables
You who need complete bedroom sets
mid you who merely wish to add to your
present furnishings will find what you

i

want here.

styles in

All the latest

whatever tinish you prefer.

For Sale!
A few mileh cows ami

heavy HpriiiKers.

terms to
parties.

J.H.McGary
lioKwell, New Mexico
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news The News wants
Phono us. No. 97.

It

il
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Phone

1005-f- 3

Job Prlutlng at the News Office.

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF
AT AMUJQUEIÍQUK

Will Open October 1, 1919
KMIlSTltATlOX DAYS
DAVJl) S. HILL, I'll. I)., Uu

1).,

SP-

-'

Presi.lent

Notithstandmg
The world today needs trained, Joyal leaders.
population of the
the
of
cent
per
of.
one
f
that less than
universities, college
United States is enrolled in colleges and
remarkably in leadership.
predominated
have
women
men and
doubled for the
College and university enrollment should be
Mexico invites amgoodof the country. The University of New
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Residential accommodations are limited
should immediately address inquiries and
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design and weave their own shirtings

clever cloths with exclusive,

individualized patterns.
You will want these fine products of

the bhlrtinakcr's loom.
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Kendall Dry Goods Co.
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NOTICE
CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
Preaching at 11:00 a. m. and 8:00 In the Probate Court of Curry Coun
ty, New Mexico.
p. m.
In the matter of the Estate of Glenn
C. W. B. M. 7 :30 p. m.
Prayer Meeting Thursday at 8 p.m. A. Huff, deceased, No. 261.
Notice is hereby given that A. W.
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admin
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paring for a
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The interest and attendance at all Huff, deceased, on the 3rd
the services are splendid, although September, 1919, by the Probate
there is room for more. You are wcl Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
come at all services. Subject at the and that he has duly qualified and all
preaching hour at 11:00 a. m. next persons having claims against the
Sunday "The Future Life of Buth estate of the said decedent are rewithin the
the Christian and the Sinner. Is there quired to present the same
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defendant Waller Farwell.
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So many people are unhappy
Life."
money and effects of the defendant, But you
net dignified when you
remedy. Come and hear
the
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Here
Walter Farwell, have been garnisheed have the hiccoughs.
Thone No. 97 for job printing.
S. E. THOMPSON, Pastor.
it.
in the hands of Patton and Hatch, a
partnership doing business under such
firm name and composed of II. I..
Patton and C. A. Hatch, partners, of
Clovis, New Mexico, and that unless
you appear, answer or plead in this
cause on or before tho 3rd day of
Nov., 191!), judgment will be rendered
against you and each of you by de
fault and the plaintiff will apply to
the Court for tho relief sought in the
complaint herein; and judgment will
te rendered against you and said
garnishee and money in the hands of
said garnishee belonging to the defendant Walter Farwell applied and
the effects in the hands of said garnishee belonging to said defendant,
Walter Farwell, disposed of as pro
vided by law
to pay said judg
ment.
W. A. Havener
is Attorney for
give you
You
tires
e
plaintiff and his
and busi
money, measured
ness address is Clovis, New Mexico.
most for
In witness whereof, I have here
mileage.
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court this 13th dny of Sep
? Since we
tember, 1919.
How are you
(Seal)
W. C. 7.ERWER,
knozv us
business and
in
County Clerk,
post-offic-
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begin its career with
that every other man-

Your Money's Worth

For Young Men and Women

Monday, September 29

Foster-Milbur-

SIMPLY

Eagle Shirt

a judgment against
Department of the Interior, V. S
on a certain promis
Land Office i t Tucumcari, New Mexsory note, for the sum of $1,675.00
ico, September 0, 1919.
and also judgment for the interest on
Notice is hereby given that tieorgc
same at the rate of ten per cent pel
of Claud, New Mexico,
W. Kecr-nn- ,
annum from August 22nd, 1917, till who, on, y arch 13, 1915, n.ade home
paid and also ten per cent additional
stead enay No. 01804'!, for Sv.
on the sum of said principal and in
SE'4 Section 1; and N'.-- i NEVi Sec-to- n
terest as an Attorney's fee.
14, 't ownship 5 North, liante 3 i
(b). To enforce a certain writ of East, New .Mexico rrincipii Meridian
garnishment issued in this cause to
has fi'.i- no'.icc of intcr.iO'i to 'linke
and against Patton and Hatch, a partlinrl T'i:ej Year Prooi, to establish
nership, doing business under such
claim to !:e land above described,
firm name and composed of H. L.
before C A. Scheurich, U. S. ComPatton and C. A. Hatch, partners,
misiotvr. ( li vis. New Mexico, on fie
garnishee, of Clovis, New Mexico, and
tenth dny of November, iDu.
to recover certnin indebtedness al
Claimant mimes as witnesses: Wil-laligod to be owing by said garnishee
E. Mct'leiidcn, William B. Mers-- f
to the defendant Wulter Farwell and
elder, Brown Giles and John X.
alio money and effects in the hands
Dunlap, all of Clovis, New Mexico.
of said garnishee belonging to said
Register.
R. r. DONOHOO,
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RELIABLE HOME FURNISHERS

íMHíWSTER S PILLS

Don't scold your children for lack
of control over the kidney secretions.
It if not always the children's fault
in many cases it means weak kidneys
and can be readily righted. Read this
Clovil mother's advice. .
Mrs. O. H. Hullinger, 90S N. Pile
St., Clovis says: "A few year ago,
one of my children was troubled very
much with weak kidneys. The child
had little or no control over the action
of the kidneys, especially at night.
This trouble made my housework hard
and burdensome. One box of Doan s
Kidney Pills completely and permaI
nently cured her of the trouble.
advise moth
can conscientiously
ers having children troubled in this
way to give them Doan's Kidney
Pills."
dealers.
60c, at
Co., Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.

the defendants,

Magic City Furniture Co.

not sold by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
Send for
m'iiuII bottlo often cures.
Dr. E. W. Hall,
tworn testimonials.
2'.l20 Olive at., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

DON'T BLAME THE CHILD

lows:

Style and Stability at Pleasing Prices

,
fur kidney and bladder trouble, grav-ilrheumatism
bock,
weak and lame
mid irregularities of the kidneys und
bludder in both men and women. If

public out cry to the highest bidder
for cash in hand, to satisfy the above
described judgment, costs of suit, at
torneys' fees and costs and expenses
of tale, and interest thereon to the
date of sale in the sum of $2089.85,
subject to said mortgage for $1200.00
executed to Union Mortgage Com
pany, as aforesaid.
This 27th day of August, 1919.
C. S. SCHEURICH,
Special Master of Court.
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John P. Williams, Registrar and Business Director

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

NOTICE OF SALE
Whereas, on the 24th dny of May,
1919, in an action pending in the district Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, wherein Thomas L. Helm, as
administrator of the estate of Frank
P. Helm, deceased, was plaintiff and
Jesse Lee, Nannie Lee, W. L. Mansfield and J. H. Robinson were defendants, said cause being numbered 1435
on the Civil Docket of said court,
judgment was rendered In favor of
plaintiff and against defendants in
the sum of $2346.50, together with
costs of suit and attorneys' fees, in
which judgment a certain mortgage
conveying the following described
real estate situate in Curry County,
New Mexico,
Tho North half (NH) of Section
Three (3) Township three (3), North
of Range Thirty-fou- r
(34) East
was foreclosed and snid real estate
was ordered sold to satisfy a judg
ment, costs and attorneys' fees, sub
ject to a certain mortgage executed
by Jesse Lee and Nannie Lee to Un
Ion Mortgage Company to secure nn
indebtedness of $1200.00, which said
mortgage has been assigned to do
fendant J. H. Robinson, and which
judgment and decree was entered up
on the records of said court in Book
F, at pago 291.
Now, therefore, notice is hereby
given that the undersigned, as Special Master of Court, on the 20th day
of September, 1919, at the hour of
two o'clock in the afternoon, at the
south door of the court house, in the
City of Clovis, Curry County, New
Mexico, will expose and offer for ule
the above described real estate at
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We say to you there are no better
tires builtthan United StatesTires. They
have proved rood by performance.

They are tough, hardy, economical,
efficient. They stand up, and wear,
and live, and satisfy.

There are five of these good tires.
Let us show you the one that will ex
actly fill the bill" for you.
.
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We Know United States Tires are GOOD Tires. That's Why We Sell Them.

NEW STATE AUTO CO., Clovis
SCOTT BROS., Texico, N. M.
J. S. PHILLIPS, Tibap, N. M.
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Will Open Meetings In This City
'

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

24

4"

13

A Four Week's Fight Against The
Sins of the Community
With a repertoire equalled only by Billy Sunday, Ham and Ramsey will
open a Giant Revival Meeting in Clovis commencing Wednesday night,
September 24th.
The meetings will be held in the Elks Auditorium which will be comfortably seated and well ventilated. There will be room for everybody.
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A GIANT CHORUS WILL BE FORMED
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These meetings will undoubtedly be the greatest events ever held in Clovis.
meetings have already gone down in history as
The
headliners in the world's crusade against vice.
Ham-Ramse- y
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Remember the Date
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24th
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Elks Autorium
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